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E.1 Background
This report presents the results of the third assessment1 of local and regional energy agencies in Europe which has been carried out under the Intelligent Energy Europe programme.
The results of this assessment are expected
to be of use to policy makers and to decision
makers with responsibilities for sustainable
energy related issues at European, national,
regional and local levels.
The Intelligent Energy - Europe Programme (IEE)
was the main EU instrument for supporting collaborative projects aimed at tackling non-technological barriers to the efficient use of energy
and to the use of new and renewable energy
sources in Europe in the period from 2003 to
2013. It is managed by the Executive Agency
for Small and Medium Enterprises (EASME) on
behalf of the European Commission, DG Energy.
The IEE programme also supported actions aiming to facilitate the practical implementation
of EU energy policies and legislation, including
the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive,
Energy Efficiency Directive and Renewable Energy Directive, as well as policies and legislation
related to energy using products and sustainable transport. It supported projects on creating
more favourable market conditions, capacity
building, exchanging experience and know-how,
local/regional policy development and implementation, awareness raising, education and
training, as well as on the creation of new local
and regional energy agencies.

In order to encourage the development of
expertise in tackling energy policy implementation challenges at local and regional levels,
the European Union has contributed to the
establishment of more than 250 local and
regional energy agencies in the EU, first via
the SAVE programme from 1991 to 2002, and
then through the IEE programmes I and II from
2003 to 2013 (with 2008 being the last year in
which the IEE calls for proposals included a priority for the creation of new local and regional
energy agencies). The total budget allocated to
the establishment of new energy agencies under IEE I and IEE II amounted to € 42.073.529
with an EU contribution of € 18.127.214, and
79 new agencies were established with this
funding. In 2013, 402 local and regional energy agencies were still operating in Europe, of
which 368 were operating in the participating
countries of the IEE programme2.
Energy agencies contribute to the implementation of sustainable energy policies by working
closely with public authorities and with small
and medium-sized enterprises (SME’s) and citizens at regional and local levels. They are typically small bodies (usually from 2 to 15 staff),
which have been established at the initiative
of local or regional public authorities. Those
agencies, that were created with EU support,
were required to work at local or regional levels on promoting energy efficiency (rational
use of energy resources), new and renewable
energy sources, and energy efficient transport.

1

Ref. study led by ECUBA: http://www.managenergy.net/download/EA%20Study.pdf
Ref. study led by Matrix: http://www.managenergy.net/lib/documents/29/original_final_report_2010.pdf

2

EU 28, Norway, Liechtenstein, Iceland and Former Yugoslavian Republic of Macedonia
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E.2	Scope of this report and
methodology used
This report presents an analysis of the results
and impacts achieved as well as the on-going
needs of local and regional energy agencies
or equivalent structures in the EU, including
those which creation was funded by the IEE
programme and those that were established
without such EU funding but are nevertheless operating today with similar scope. This
analysis has enabled the EACI to draw some
overall conclusions related to the activities
which are being carried out by local and regional energy agencies today, and to explore
how these are changing in response to the
evolving energy policies, and related legislative and financial frameworks.
As a first step, a quantitative analysis of the
activities led by local and regional energy
agencies was performed, based on an online
survey which was sent in May 2013 to 306
local and regional energy agencies, that were
known to be operating in the eligible countries of the IEE programme. Contacts were
also made with public authorities that do
not have their own energy agencies but are
nevertheless active in tackling sustainable
energy issues. In total, 120 local and regional
energy agencies and/or local authorities actively took part in the quantitative survey,
that is to say more than 36% of all of the
energy agencies consulted. All data were
treated confidentially3.

As a second step, a qualitative analysis was carried out based on interviews / case studies for a
sample of energy agencies, which were selected
with the help of the Covenant of Mayors’ team,
as being representative of different local backgrounds in Europe.

E.3 Key findings
Based on the quantitative and qualitative surveys and analyses performed, some of the key
findings and needs of local and regional Energy
Agencies are summarized below.
E.3.1 Organisational aspects of energy agencies
The IEE initiative for the establishment of new
energy agencies has given an important impulse
at local and regional levels, and has helped to
engage decision makers in tackling energy and
climate issues on the ground. It has also enabled
the spreading of expertise on energy management issues and techniques across the EU.
The legal status of an energy agency, which
was promoted by the IEE programme, was a
“not-for-profit independent/autonomous organisation, which receives a mandate and support from public authorities to provide information, advice and technical assistance to energy
users and contribute to the development of
local sustainable energy markets ». Such agencies are headed by a Director who reports to

3	in accordance with Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 of 18 December 2000 on the protection of individuals with regard to the
processing of personal data by the Community institutions and bodies and on the free movement of such data (OJ L 8,
12.01.2001, p. 1)
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a management board which may include
private sector representatives, but has a majority drawn from the public sector. Based on
this approach, the administrative structure of
each new energy agency was adapted to suit
its national context and national legal frameworks. There are also other types of organisation, which offer similar services to those
offered by energy agencies, but have a different legal status and structure (eg: energy
departments within local authorities, NGO’s
that offer similar services, etc.).
The independence, which was recommended
by the IEE programme, varies between countries. One weakness of the approach, which occurs when an energy agency works under the
control of just one local authority (usually the
one which supported its establishment in the
first place), is that the responsible authority
can limit the choice and hinder the development of new, independent technical projects.
In contrast, a good number of energy agencies
have acquired more independence by linking
themselves to more than one public authority (multi-dependence), which has given them
better security and more control over their activities and projects.
The communication activities, which had to be
carried out by those energy agencies that were
established using an IEE grant, were very much
appreciated on the ground. These activities can
contribute to the transparency of the actions
led by the agencies and help those agencies to
engage with decision makers by offering them

good visibility. Moreover, dissemination activities across Europe have been an important
success factor for energy agencies, because
they have led to their participation in various
EU networks and initiatives.
To establish more energy agencies is not seen
as a priority in all parts of Europe, but the
need to support more local and regional energy activities, including raising awareness and
engaging with decision makers on sustainable
energy issues was emphasised by those energy agencies that responded to the surveys.
E.3.2 Sustainability of energy agencies
If political support is key to the establishment
of new energy agencies, it is even more crucial for the sustainability of their activities in
the medium-term. For an energy agency, being dependent on only one local authority is a
risk because any political changes (elections)
or even a local political quarrel can lead to a
loss of support. Such problems have already
led to the disappearance of a number of energy agencies, notably in Italy, Spain, UK and
Greece, for example from 2012 to 2013, 42
energy agencies (possibly more) closed down
or became inactive. A better solution seems to
be to secure support from several municipalities, even though coordinating activities in a
fragmented political context (possibly involving multilevel governance) can also be a challenge, especially when working to implement
concrete actions.
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Sustainability of funding is certainly a major
issue for energy agencies, and many have
expressed a wish to see a dedicated line in
a public budget for funding their activities in
order to provide them with more certainty.
Options have been suggested in the form of
mandates at national level for energy agencies to perform their activities and become
official energy actors at local or regional
level. In fact, some regions have already
established such a mandate for their energy
agencies, and this was reported to be very
successful because it allows the agencies to
be more proactive. For others, the evolution
of their turnover shows that agencies, which
began operating with support from only one
public authority and then later secured additional support from other public authorities,
are now healthier and less vulnerable as a
result. Overall, after taking into account the
various national contexts, it appears that
energy agencies as independent structures,
such as associations, are more prosperous.
A lack of recognition of energy agencies in
national legislation appears to prevent a
number of them from undertaking activities
which can be carried out by other organisations, and can also make it difficult for them to
be given access to energy data directly from
energy providers. Several energy agencies
claim that ambiguity regarding their status
prevents them from operating efficiently, and
they suggest that an EU certification scheme
should be established for energy agencies in
the EU.

10

E.3.3 Activities led by energy agencies
The activities of energy agencies have evolved in
recent years from raising awareness on energy
issues and project planning on their territory (i.e.
Sustainable Energy Action Plans or SEAPs), to actively working with public authorities on project
implementation. As a result, the needs of energy
agencies have moved from political support to
financial support, from both public and private
funds. Indeed, although they are in principle
technical experts, energy agencies are becoming
more and more involved with financing and with
ensuring the bankability of investment projects.
Most energy agencies express a willingness
to get more involved with new project financing schemes, and are interested in the Project
Development Assistance initiatives (ELENA and
MLEI), as well as in the development of ESCOs
and Energy Performance Contracting (EPC).
On the other hand, some energy agencies have
to look for contracts in order to be able to pay
their staff salaries although in some cases, depending on national legislation, they are not permitted to compete on the market for providing
regular energy services. In some cases, energy
agencies have found their way by diversifying
their activities, for example, after promoting new
energy practices in their regions such as energy
certification of buildings, or joint purchasing of
(green) energy, etc., they have secured a mandate (and budget) from their public authorities
to monitor the quality of these practices in their
local area. Such services can be expanded to
other public authorities and to other sectors

Energy Agencies in Europe - Results and perspectives

such as the monitoring of energy tariffs for
public bodies (i.e. hospitals) or quality control
of Energy Service Companies’ (ESCO) activities
(and/or other energy service providers).
The creativity and capacity to adapt of energy
agencies is key to the survival of their activities, in particular for the development of new
projects and of their local energy markets. For
instance, some energy agencies have been involved in research activities with good results
for their community, allowing new practical
initiatives to be tried and tested, and helping
local actors to learn about research activities
and to embed them in normal practices. Such
diversification of activities has also included
holistic approaches for projects (eg in buildings,
education, energy poverty, jobs aspects…4).
Energy agencies, which were pioneers in raising awareness on Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Sources (RES), are still running
education and training activities in order to
achieve their goals. Activities to promote behavioural change are important in all Member
States, while training on new energy concepts
and technologies is also needed because these
continue to evolve along the years.
E.3.4	Political commitment and engaging
stakeholders
The operational level of energy agencies (local or regional) can be important. Typically,
regional and provincial energy agencies are
4

big enough to generate economies of scale
in their project activities, and can also employ
experts on a wider range of topics than a local
agency because of their larger size. However,
some regions have established energy agencies at both levels of governance and ensure
coordination between them. The need for this
depends on the regional context, the availability of local competences and the relevant
legislation, which can be very different from
one country to another.
It is widely recognised that the success of
such bottom-up initiatives very much depends
on the responsible decision makers. In this
context, the Covenant of Mayors (CoM) has
become a very persuasive and efficient way
to involve municipal decision makers in the
energy challenge. More than 6000 municipalities have signed the CoM, which implies the
development of a sustainable energy action
plan (SEAP) by each municipality within one
year after signature. Energy agencies contribute very widely to the development of SEAPs,
as shown by the number of CoM signatories in
areas having an energy agency.
Nevertheless, there is a significant time delay between the development of SEAPs and
their implementation, which is largely due to
the difficulties experienced by municipalities
in mobilising investment financing (public and
private) during this period of crisis. By cofunding technical assistance expenses, the
MLEI (managed under the IEE programme)
and ELENA (managed by the EIB) initiatives

Example: YEP and E-SEAP projects
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are able to support the preparation of sustainable energy projects, but not all energy
agencies have the skills required to do that
preparatory work. Exchanges of experience
are therefore still needed to develop the necessary skills in more energy agencies and to
build greater confidence in the financial institutions. Indeed, according to the information
provided by those energy agencies that responded to the surveys, only 10% of energy
agencies count financial institutions as one of
their four main target groups.
The development of pilot projects is usually
a good way to engage with local politicians.
Some energy agencies have provided examples of rational use of energy (RUE) or renewable energy sources (RES) projects, which
have been seen as a great success by the
general public and, therefore, also by decision
makers. In Croatia, for instance, the renovation
of a significant number of condominium buildings has generated a very high interest in both
the media and the general public, and has
therefore been welcomed by decision makers.
In Italy, the construction of local cogeneration plants using biogas on farms has been
very successful5 and was warmly welcomed
by local decision makers. Indeed, by financing
the implementation of innovative renewable
power generation, the Italian project involved
the agricultural sector and opened it up to new
opportunities for business development. These
examples highlight how projects with a holistic
approach can win political support from decision makers with different allegiances.

E.3.5	Needs and expectations of energy
agencies
Some energy agencies ask for the implementation of EU directives on Energy Efficiency and
RES to be adapted in ways which would make it
easier for energy agencies (fully or partly public) to implement cost effective energy actions
in their areas. For example, energy efficient district-heating networks supplied by RES could be
more easily implemented by local, provincial or
regional authorities with the help of their local
energy agencies than by central governments,
but the existing legal and financial frameworks
need to be adapted in some Member States in
order to facilitate this.
In view of the delays which are occurring between the signing of SEAPs and their actual
implementation, energy agencies are calling for
more targeted training on new financial tools
and services, such as energy performance contracting, and on how to mobilise public-private
partnerships and ESCOs. They also call for more
training on how to develop bankable project
packages and how to prepare appropriate business models for local RES and energy efficiency
related projects.
Structural funds will play a growing role in supporting the development of sustainable energy
activities and in bringing them into the mainstream. Energy agencies recognise this and
would like to become more involved in designing
and developing policies and frameworks for using these funds for sustainable energy projects

5	FORAGRI project led by provincial energy agency AGIRE in Mantova successfully engaged local decision makers in a rural
area and won Sustainable Energy Europe Award 2008.
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in their areas, as well as in guiding the resulting
project implementation. Some energy agencies
are already using their technical skills to assist the responsible public authorities to some
extent and those, which have a privileged relationship with their regional authorities, have
already contributed effectively to the allocation
of the structural funds in their regions. Despite
these successes, many energy agencies are
still struggling to become recognised as an appropriate source of expertise for contributing
to the selection and implementation of energy
projects using structural funds.

The content and focus of collaborations and
networking activities carried out by energy
agencies and public authorities is naturally
evolving in line with the sustainable energy
policy agenda, but networking remains an
important component of the work carried
out by successful energy agencies and public
authorities.

E.3.6	Collaboration and networking between
energy agencies and public authorities
Those energy agencies which were established
with the support of an IEE grant were required
to collaborate with more experienced « mentor » agencies and to establish relationships
with stakeholders in their own country and in
other parts of Europe. Such cooperation was
of course important in the short term, but has
also proved to be beneficial in the longer term.
Many of the most successful energy agencies
and public authorities have benefitted from
working together in multinational IEE projects
and from participating in EU wide networks
such as ManagEnergy or the Covenant of Mayors, which facilitate capacity building, training
and exchanges of experience (peer to peer)
and best practices related to the development
of local initiatives and the promotion of sustainable energy.
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1.1 Context
This report presents the results of the third assessment6 of local and regional energy agencies in Europe to be carried out under the Intelligent Energy Europe programme.
The aims of the assessment were :
(i) to quantify the results and impacts of a selection of local and regional energy agencies
funded by the Intelligent Energy Europe (IEE)
programme within its Calls 2003-2008 and
to compare these with the initial objectives
and priorities of the programme;
(ii) 
to produce an updated “mapping” of the
work carried out by local and regional energy
agencies funded by the IEE programme, and
(iii) to identify key lessons, best practices and
recommendations for addressing the energy sector at local and regional levels,
which could be fed into the current work of
the European Commission services, notably into the future priorities of the Horizon
2020 programme.
The assessment targeted energy agencies or
equivalent structures in Europe, with a special
focus on those energy agencies which were
funded by the Intelligent Energy-Europe programme (IEE I & II).
The results of this assessment are expected to
be of use to policy makers and to decision mak6

ers with responsibilities for sustainable energy
related issues at European, national, regional
and local levels.

1.2	Creation of local and
regional energy agencies
with EU support
The Work Programme IEE I (2003-2006) supported the creation of new energy agencies,
based on local needs and priorities, and required a clear commitment by each responsible
local authority confirming that it would support
its new energy agency for at least 5 years after
the end of the EU funding. Priority was given
- always upon qualitative criteria - to establishing energy agencies in the then candidate
countries. The maximum EU contribution in the
IEE I programme was 50% of eligible costs and
up to 200.000€ per agency while there was
a minimum of three partner countries - one
agency per country in each grant agreement.
The follow-up programme, IEE II, covering the
period 2007-2013, incorporated some changes: increasing the maximum EU contribution
to 75 % of eligible costs and to 250.000 euro
for each local or regional energy agency created, and allowing proposals for the creation
of energy agencies to be submitted by a single
country. Energy agencies were thus created
with the support of the European Commission
in 26 countries (Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia,

Ref. study led by ECUBA: http://www.managenergy.net/download/EA%20Study.pdf
Ref. study led by Matrix: http://www.managenergy.net/lib/documents/29/original_final_report_2010.pdf
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Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Malta, Norway,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom).
Every year from 2003 to 2013, the IEE programme opened a call for proposals with a
set of priorities (‘key actions’), and awarded
grants to a variety of stakeholders for tackling sustainable energy issues. In this framework, IEE calls from 2003 to 2008 included
priorities for the establishment of new energy agencies. The evaluation of each Call
was carried out on the basis of published
quality criteria, and grant agreements were
signed with the coordinators of the selected
proposals. Most of these grant agreements
7
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had come to an end by the end of 2013, though
a small number did not finish until the beginning
of 2014.

1.3	Objectives of IEE key actions
for creation of local and
regional energy agencies7
•

http://www.managenergy.net/meta_informations/516
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To contribute to the implementation and future development of EU, national, local and
regional policies, strategies and legislation
for promoting actions by householders, businesses (especially SMEs) and the public sector to improve energy efficiency and increase

use of renewables, especially in buildings
and transport (including biofuels).
•

To change citizens’ behaviour and improve
the quality of local/regional decision-making related to the implementation of energy efficiency and use of renewable energy.

•

To create a critical mass of local activity
and achieve local economies of scale in order to reduce the costs of energy efficiency
and renewable energy systems.

•

To increase levels of investment in energy
efficiency and renewable energy services
at local and regional levels.

•

To promote the establishment, public financing and use of local energy agencies
by public authorities (PAs) as a vital tool for
achieving these objectives.

•

In total, 129 proposals were submitted
under the key action ‘Creation of local
and regional energy agencies’ to the
IEE Calls for proposals from 2004 to
2008. 32,5 % of proposals submitted
to IEE were recommended for funding
by the evaluation committee.

•

402 local and regional energy agencies were still operating in Europe in
2013 (with various funding sources),
of which 368 were operating in the
participating countries of the IEE programme.8

1.4	Key statistics related to
EU support for local and
regional energy agencies
•

79 new agencies were established with
funding from the two IEE programmes
(2004-2013).

•

The total budget allocated to the establishment of new energy agencies
under IEE I and IEE II amounted to €
42.073.529 with an EC contribution of
€ 18.127.214.

8	This number of 368 Energy Agencies currently operating was determined in May 2013, based on replies to inventory
requests sent by ManagEnergy.
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Given the tight economic times and reduced
access to public funds for local development
actors, it was decided to collect an overview
of the impacts, needs and insights of local and regional energy agencies, through a
combination of written surveys and targeted
interviews.
As a first step, an online questionnaire was
sent, in May 2013, to 306 local and regional
energy agencies, which were known to be
operating in the eligible countries of the IEE
programme. The list of operational energy
agencies had been updated earlier in the year
by the ManagEnergy and IEE team. The same
questionnaire was sent to all energy agencies
operating in Europe, whether they had been
funded under IEE I&II or not. The questionnaire was designed to collect information
from all types of organisation which are tackling energy issues at local and regional level,
in order to see how they react to the evolving
agenda, legislative and financial frameworks.
This questionnaire therefore included a majority of closed questions, allowing the audience
to respond in less than about twenty minutes.
Energy agencies were requested to give general information about their staff (number
and qualifications), turnover and sources of
funding, areas of activity, legal status, needs,
collaboration at EU level as well as the political commitment of the local authorities
supporting them. They were also invited to
mention any new energy agencies that had
recently been established near to their area
of responsibility.

In total, 120 local and regional energy agencies
responded to the survey, that is to say more than
36% of all of the energy agencies consulted.
All data were treated confidentially9, and are
presented in this report in anonymized form,
showing statistical overviews and trends only.
As a second step, a qualitative survey was carried out based on interviews and in some cases
a second on-line questionnaire for 38 energy
agencies, which were selected with the help of
the Covenant of Mayors’ team, as being representative of different local backgrounds in
Europe. The 38 agencies were selected with
the aim of covering as many eligible countries
as possible, on the basis of:
•

Energy agencies funded under IEE I & II, in
particular relatively new energy agencies

•

Energy agencies considered successful;

•

Critical energy agencies,

•

Their willingness to further discuss their
activities after the first phase of the
assessment

•

Energy agencies in countries not well
represented once the above criteria were
applied,

These energy agencies were interviewed using
different media and a second online questionnaire was sent out to those energy agencies
that were willing to provide further information on their experience after responding to
the first survey. The second questionnaire was

9	in accordance with Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 of 18 Dec 2000 on the protection of individuals with regard to the
processing of personal data by the Community institutions and bodies and on the free movement of such data (OJ L 8,
12.01.2001, p. 1)
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based on the same structure as the first one,
but used open questions in order to collect
more detailed insights. Face-to-face interviews were held with some of those energy
agencies which had been established under
IEE II and were still under contract. Lastly,
some energy agencies were interviewed by
telephone conference.
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As a final step, the statements and information provided by the energy agencies were
analysed, and the main findings and trends
are summarised in this report.
A copy of the questionnaire used for the first
survey is available on the ManagEnergy website: http://www.managenergy.net

3
Results from
quantitative
survey
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Introduction

In order to reach as many energy agencies as
possible and to ensure the representativeness of
the results, the starting point for the work was
the list of energy agencies given in the ManagEnergy directory of 2013, which contained 402
energy agencies in 34 European countries.

An online questionnaire was sent, in May
2013, to local and regional energy agencies,
which were known to be operating in the
eligible countries of the IEE programme. The
list of operational energy agencies had been
updated earlier in the year by the ManagEnergy and IEE teams. The same questionnaire
was sent to all energy agencies operating in
Europe, whether they had been funded under
IEE I&II or not.

However, in order to be consistent with the scope
of the IEE programme, only those agencies in
the eligible countries of the IEE programme were
consulted and any national energy agencies or
umbrella organisations were excluded. Out of
the 368 energy agencies established in the eligible countries of the IEE programme, 330 were
confirmed to be operating at regional, provincial
or local level (including island governments). Finally, 120 energy agencies actually completed
the survey, so more than 1/3rd of the relevant
stakeholders are represented in the statistical
presentations of this report.

The questionnaire was designed to collect
information from all types of organisation
which are tackling energy issues at local and
regional level, in order to see how they react
to the evolving agenda, legislative and financial frameworks. This questionnaire therefore
included a majority of closed questions, allowing the audience to respond in less than
about twenty minutes.

Energy agencies are subdivided as follows:
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Figure 1 – Variety of operational level of energy agencies in the IEE programme area
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All questions were not compulsory; therefore,
should there be a total of replies below 100%,
the difference corresponds to the number of
agencies which did not provide answers.

Legal Status of energy agencies
7,4%

28,9%

Energy agencies which were established under
the SAVE and IEE programmes responded quite
actively to the survey, to the extent that over
47% of the responses were given by7,4%
energy
20,7% an EU grant for
agencies which had received
their establishment.
It is noteworthy that half of the questionnaires
were submitted by regional energy agencies,
as shown in Figure 2 (171 regional energy
agencies out of the 330 energy agencies operating at regional, provincial and local level).
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Figure 3 - Legal status of energy agencies
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Figure 2 - Proportion of responding energy agencies according to their operational level

Most of the agencies which were established
under the IEE Programme declared that the legal status recommended by the programme10
suits them and fits with local needs (see satisfaction rates in Figure 4), especially when it
comes to raising awareness and other educational activities, which are of public interest. Such independency often enables energy
agencies to focus on technical activities leading to a high operational capacity. However, in
order to suggest policies or measures and to
carry out different projects and programs, energy agencies very much need political support
from a majority of public authorities operating
on their territory, especially when these are

10	Non-for-profit independent/autonomous organisation, which receives a mandate and support from public local authorities to provide information, advice and technical assistance to energy users (status recommended by the IEE programme
in the framework of its grant for the establishment of new energy agencies).
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entitled to legislate on energy matters. For
example, autonomous regions may be able
to bring forward initiatives that are linked
to other local policy objectives such as economic and employment goals, together with
EU energy efficiency and RES objectives. To
operate with such a status requires an adequate availability of public funds to run the
agency, and this has proved to be a challenge
for many agencies in the last few years.
Moreover, on top of the impact of limited
available funding from their local authorities,
some independent energy agencies, notably
private associations, are facing difficulties
to get other public funds, in particular at EU
level, where bank guaranties are requested
in order to get advance payments. It follows
that there is not one legal status which is appropriate for all energy agencies in Europe.
However, the independency of energy agen-
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cies has proved to be crucial for delivering objective technical advice and promoting replication
of local and regional RUE and RES projects.

Size of energy agencies
The energy agencies were asked to estimate
the number of employees (experts and support
staff) that were working for them. The estimations shown in Figure 5 are expressed in fulltime equivalent employees (FTE).
As previously mentioned, energy agencies are
not always independent bodies and may employ
very small teams depending on their workflow
and the development of new projects. It can be
seen in Figure 5 that 35% of the responding energy agencies count 1 to 3 experts as part of
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Figure 4 - Satisfaction rate of IEE and SAVE-funded energy agencies in terms of legal status
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their team; and 30% count 4 to 7 experts
as part of their team. Energy agencies may
employ engineers (energy, electricity…), communication experts, economists, project developers or education experts to carry out their
daily activities. A number of energy agencies
seem to be well established, with more than
thirteen expert staff and, sometimes additional
consultants giving them assistance for specific
projects. However, the more common trend
is for energy agencies to employ less than
seven experts in their team (i.e. 65% of the
respondents).

The average number of employees, according
to the declarations made by energy agencies
in the first survey, is of 8.5 full-time equivalent
employees. However, this figure must be treated with caution because many agencies did not
provide the requested information on this issue.
NOTE: According to the declarations made
by energy agencies for up-dating the ManagEnergy directory, all local and regional
energy agencies taken together employed
2251 staff in 2013. Based on this, the average number of employees per local and
regional energy agency is 6,8 (FTE).

Age of energy agencies
Figure 5 - Proportion of energy agencies according to their number of expert employees
61% of energy agencies reported only one to
three employees a support staff (admin, secretary, accountant…). However, it is worth noting
that a significant number of energy agencies
appear not to count support staff in their team.
Most of the time, small energy agencies receive
in kind contributions from their local authority
for supporting their activities, and this is particularly relevant for those energy agencies which
have merged with their local authority in order
to reduce their costs (particularly their overheads) in order to secure better sustainability.

The age of energy agencies in the EU varies
from over 23 years to 1 year (see Figure 6).
About 38% of them were created in the 1990’s
and 40% between 2003 and 2008. Hence, an
important number of energy agencies are well
established on their territory and are able to
face changes in the medium term.
Fortunately, almost 93% of the responding
energy agencies have already survived beyond
the critical age of 3 years, which is the age
when the IEE programme ceases to co-fund
the operation of an energy agency. However,
some energy agencies, independently of their
source of funding, have suffered from a lack
of political support (usually following political
changes), and have had to close their activities.
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Figure 6 - Year of
establishment of
the 120 responding
energy agencies
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Budget composition of energy
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30%

35%
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The definition chosen by the IEE programme
for energy agencies implies that they should
rely mainly on public funds to promote energy efficiency and the use of renewable
energy sources in the most neutral way possible. Depending on their status, their legal
context and the availability of public funds,
different energy agencies count more or less
on contracts signed for specific activities, at
national, regional or local level.
As can be seen in Figure 7, on average, the
responding energy agencies rely on remuneration of technical advice for about 24%
of their budget. The 71% of the responding
energy agencies declared that their ideal
funding structure should be based mainly
on public funding whilst only 8% of the responding energy agencies declared that the
ideal funding structure for their organisation
should be based mainly on private funds.
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National/Local grants
(46.9%)

EU grants (29.3%)

29,3%
Technical advice
(23.8%)

Figure 7 - Budget composition of the responding
energy agencies (average of the last 3 years)
For the two coming years, the same trends should
apply in terms of sources of financing, according
to the estimations given by energy agencies in
the first questionnaire (55 respondents).

Energy agencies and EU funds
Most of the energy agencies which responded to
the questionnaire had received support from the
IEE programme and/or other EU programmes
(88%). 48% were established with the support
of IEE.
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Energy agencies’ Target Groups
120%

Figure 8 - Energy
agencies’ Target
Groups
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The energy agencies were invited to identify
4 groups of beneficiaries that they spent the
most time working for. The results, which are
presented in Figure 9, show six main target
groups which are closely involved in the dayto-day activities of energy agencies. As one
might expect, 100% of the energy agencies
counted public authorities as one of their main
target groups, and the general public are the
second most important target group, which
indicates that actions targeted to citizens are
still an important part of the work of local and
regional energy agencies.
It is noteworthy that energy agencies have still
relatively little cooperation with banks, with
only 10% of energy agencies counting financial institutions as one of their four main target
groups.
11

Educ. &
Financial
research institutions
bodies

Energy agencies’ management
board
Energy agencies should have their own budget and administrative board11, which includes
« representatives of a variety of players involved in energy management, and in particular
local elected representatives and representatives of consumers and local companies ». The
independence of energy agencies depends to a
large extent on having a good mix of representativeness on their management board, and
especially on the number of public structures
involved. The results of the survey, which are
presented in Figure 10, show that most energy
agencies have indeed achieved the broad mix
of relevant representatives on their management boards, which is needed to ensure their
neutrality in the market.

SAVE Energy Agencies Charter of Cork 1998 - http://www.managenergy.net/resources/542
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Figure 9 - Proportion of responding energy agencies for each category of board representative
The management board may be subject to
change over time - 66% declared that the
political commitment of their management
board remained unchanged, whilst 34% of
the responding energy agencies declared
that it changed over time. Such changes have
proved to be critical in the past, with some
energy agencies disappearing due to a lack of
political support, particularly after local elections. However, such risks can be reduced by
arranging for energy agencies to depend on
several public authorities at the same time.

of more new energy agencies in the same region. Whilst this has been the result in some areas (see Figure 11), the political will to establish
new energy agencies has proved to be shallow
in other areas. This has also been demonstrated
by a decrease in political support after the end
of the relevant IEE grant agreement.
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52%

54%

50%
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48%

No

46%
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44%

The influence of establishing
new energy agencies
The establishment of an energy agency was
initially expected to encourage the creation
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Figure 10 – Energy agencies declaring their establishment influenced the creation of new energy
agencies
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An evolving situation for energy
agencies
4,9%

Yes (68.6%)
26,5%

No (26.5%)
68,6%

N/A (4.9%)

Figure 11 - Number of energy agencies informed
about the creation of a new energy agency
About 68% of energy agencies declared that
they knew of new agencies being created near
to their area of responsibility (see Figure 12).
On the other hand, about half of the responding energy agencies were aware of energy
agencies that have closed down or become
inactive in their country (see Figure 13). These
results suggest that the development of energy agencies is still important in Europe, but
also confirm that the sustainability of energy
agencies remains a major challenge.

The ManagEnergy network, an initiative
supported by the IEE programme, makes
an inventory of all energy agencies in 34
European countries every year. Between
2012 and 2013, they found that 46 energy
agencies closed down or became inactive.
In fact, the number of energy agencies
disappearing is likely to be higher, because
some of the energy agencies listed as
‘still active’ reported during the assessment process that they were subject to
closure. Two reasons were mentioned for
this, namely local political changes and a
lack of financial support due to recent budget restrictions. As a result, some energy
agencies chose to be integrated into public
authorities in order to rationalise costs,
whilst a limited number were transformed
into consultancies, sometimes only partly,
in order to earn additional income.

Sustainability of energy agencies
60%

53,7%

50%

7,5%

43,8%

40%

Yes (47,1%)
47,1%

45,5%

30%

No (45.5%)
N/A (7.5%)

20%
10%
2,5%
0%

Yes

Figure 12 - Number of energy agencies being
informed about other energy agencies having
closed down or becoming inactive in their country

No

N/A

Figure 13 - Opinion of energy agencies on
whether they are big enough to operate in their
area and to involve their target groups
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Some energy agencies seem to feel compelled to continue to offer the same range of
services – or even more - to local stakeholders
despite having reduced budgets, especially in
areas where the crisis has hit the hardest.
One may wonder whether there is a trend for
energy agencies to aspire to extend their activities and team. Figure 14 shows that about
44% of the responding organisations consider that they have not reached a sufficient
size to operate effectively in their area and
to fully involve their target groups. However,
Figure 15 shows that only about 30% of the
responding energy agencies feel that there is
a need for more energy agencies near to their
area of responsibility. One reason why the
majority of energy agencies consider that no
more energy agencies are needed, contrary to
the view of the majority of public authorities,
is that new agencies would be likely to create competition between similar structures
in the same or in neighbouring geographical
areas. This message comes from a variety of
countries, including those which have a fair
coverage of regional and local energy agencies (i.e. France, Italy, Spain, Denmark, Portugal, Germany or Ireland), and those in which
energy agencies are unevenly scattered (i.e.
Poland, Norway, Romania, Hungary, Slovakia,
Latvia and, to a lesser extent, Croatia). For
more details, see the ManagEnergy map of
energy agencies for 2013 in Annex.
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20%
10%
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0%
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Figure 14 - Opinion of energy agencies on the need
for more energy agencies near to their geographical area of responsibility
The finding, that the sustainability of energy
agencies in the medium and long term is a challenge, is confirmed by the results presented in
Figure 16, which show that almost 12% of the
responding energy agencies openly declare the
sustainability of their activities to be questionable in a three-year perspective.
100%
90%

88,4%

80%
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20%

11,6%

10%
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Figure 15 – “Do you foresee your organisation being sustainable in the next 3 years? »
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Activities of energy agencies
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Figure 16 - the 5 most important activities of energy agencies
Figure 17 shows those activities on which
more than 50% of responding energy agencies
spend most of their time working:
•

Advising public authorities

•

Raising awareness on Rational Use of Energy (RUE) and/or on Renewable Energy
Sources (RES)

•

Organising events, workshops, seminars…

•

Assisting with the improvement of energy
performance in buildings

•

Networking with local actors (businesses,
local authorities)

•

Assisting/applying for EU projects

•

Assisting/developing Sustainable Energy
Action Plans (SEAP) or other similar plans
or activities

•

Raising awareness or educating children in
schools.

However, the full range of activities carried
out by energy agencies is very much wider,
from organizing trainings for technicians or
engineers to assisting with the development of
ESCO-type activities.
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Capacity Building
An important role of energy agencies is to
open up the market for renewables and energy efficiency in their geographical area. To do
this, energy agencies collaborate with local
actors and thereby help to build their capacity, particularly in public authorities.
8,3%
Yes (79.3%)

12,4%

No (13.5%)
N/A (8.3%)
79,3%

Figure 17 - Capacity building provided by energy agencies for stakeholders
More than 79% of the energy agencies replying to the quantitative questionnaire declared

that their activities actually lead to capacity building in public authorities and other local
stakeholders (see Figure 18).
To a smaller extent, energy agencies claim to
contribute to transferring knowledge to their
local stakeholders by building Public-Private
Partnerships or promoting Green Public Procurement (GPP) to Public Authorities. Some energy
agencies face barriers (legislation regarding
public procurement) which hamper initiatives
from local authorities to promote Green Public
Procurement. The same energy agencies ask for
improved regulations related to GPP for public
authorities.
A more restrictive number of Agencies (62) have
quantified some of their impacts during their
first 3 years of operation. Although these figures have to be considered with caution, given
that not all of them may be attributed fully to
the Agencies, they indicate significant tangible
impacts.
Figure 18 – Energy agencies
which transfer knowledge
/ build capacity for local
stakeholders
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Using EU Financial
Instruments

Table 1: Impacts from a sample of 62 Agencies
Investments
triggered

Buildings Renovated RES installed
audited buildings

Education

> EUR 350
million

Nearly
2500

Nearly
> 3000 In building 4.5%
350.000
30%, average 5%
children and
students and

> 500

About 4.000
solar panels;
3 desalination
plants; 71 PV
parks; 216 wind
parks; nearly 800
biomass boilers;
4 district heating
networks;
32 small hydroelectric plant;
1 Co-generation
plant; 1 geothermal plant

Energy agencies and the
Covenant of Mayors (CoM)
The survey revealed (see Figure 20) that
whereas 4% of the responding energy agencies engaged 50 or more municipalities in the
CoM initiative, 21% have not engaged any
municipality, and another 32% engaged only
1 or 2 municipalities, depending on their areas
of competency and the number of municipali-

SMEs Reduction Share
advice of energy
use
of RES

300 building
managers

ties that they depend on. Those energy agencies which depend on only one municipality do
not necessarily extend their efforts to engage
further municipalities, and in those countries
which have developed schemes which are similar to the CoM scheme, energy agencies are
reluctant to get involved in parallel initiatives.
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Figure 19 - Proportion of energy agencies having convinced 0 to 50 municipalities to sign Covenant of Mayors

which meets the Covenant objectives. Energy
agencies play an active role in the preparation
of those SEAP’s (see Figure 21).

Signatories of the Covenant of Mayors commit to submitting, within one year of signature, a Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP)
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Figure 20 - Proportion of energy agencies having developed between 0 to 50 SEAPs
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73,55%
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35,54%

10%

10,74%

0%

0,83%

1,65%

Figure 21 - Proportion of
responding energy agencies which participate in
networks

Networking activities
Collaboration is key for the improvement of
skills through exchange of best practices in Europe. Thus, energy agencies were asked about
their involvement in such networks. It appears
that an important majority of them actually
participate in networks - at regional, national
or EU level – in order to develop their activities.
The ManagEnergy and the CoM networks seem
to be useful to a majority of the responding
energy agencies - respectively 64,5% and
45,5% - (see Figure 22).

•

Develop EU projects in common (80% of
the responding EAs)

•

Promotion of the city/region at EU level
(53% of the responding EAs)

•

Motivation of local stakeholders (48% of
the responding EAs)

•

Develop cooperation with SMEs - technology transfer (38% of the responding EAs)

•

Influence decisions taken at EU level (34%
of the responding EAs)

Energy agencies report that networks are important to them for the following activities :
•

Exchange of experience/best practices/
study tours (90% of the responding EAs)
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The opportunity of EU funding
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8,3%
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Mobilising
Local Energy
Investment
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5%
0%

European Cohesion Fund
Regional
Development
Fund (ERDF)

None of the
above

Figure 22 – Proportion of responding energy agencies having developed EU financing activities in the past
Most of the energy agencies that responded
to the questionnaires for this report emphasized the important contribution of EU
funds in their budget. Indeed, most of them
are involved in Intelligent Energy-Europe
projects, whilst 40% of them have worked
with European Regional Development Fund
(ERDF) for the development of RES schemes
and EE improvements in the past few years,
and a similar number continue to do so. The
information shown in Figure 24 is coherent
with the feedback from energy agencies in
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general, which clearly expressed the will and
the need to trigger investment – in particular in
buildings – through the development of ELENA
and MLEI projects. The European Energy Efficiency Fund (EEEF) is also widely considered,
and many energy agencies reported on the lack
of such a fund at national level. Many energy
agencies mentioned the opportunity that IEE
offered for meeting their objectives. Although
some agencies have worked in EU research
projects, market uptake in the energy sector
represents their core activities.
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60%
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Figure 23 - Proportion of responding energy agencies wanting to develop new EU financing activities
in the future
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4.1	Operational aspects of
energy agencies
The results of the survey, which are presented
in section 3, showed that energy agencies
mainly operate at local and regional level. National administration models being different
from one country to another, competencies
for each level vary depending on the countries
concerned. In Spain, for example, regional
energy agencies tend to make inventories of
the energy structures and needs in their areas, whilst provincial energy agencies develop
SEAPs – the elaboration of joint SEAPs is common practice, and local authorities implement
SEAPs. In some other countries, a single energy
agency, independent of its operational level,
may make the inventory, develop the SEAPs
and implement them. Thus, it is not easy to
generalise regarding the activities of energy
agencies operating at different levels.
43% of the energy agencies that responded
to the questionnaire were ‘non-for-profit independent legal entities’ which had received
a mandate from a local authority to carry out
their activities. Overall, it seems that this legal
status is appropriate for energy agencies to
carry out their mission, although the administrative requirements or other accounting certifications are more complex and require a lot
of additional efforts. Nonetheless, this status
seems to be of help, in terms of procedures,
when it comes to hiring staff. On the other
hand, the recruiting of new staff is adversely

affected in the case where public funding is
limited or even blocked for public authorities or
for those entities depending on them. This can
have a negative impact on the enlargement of
agencies which depend on public budgets, so
the development of new projects can then be
at stake. For some energy agencies, the best
solution is to act as a private non-for-profit organisation and receive contributions from both
the public and the private sector, with diverse
contributors, in order to protect themselves
from the potential impacts of political changes
or future budget restrictions.
In some of the countries which have been
most affected by the economic crisis, energy
agencies have lost some or all of their funding
from local authorities because of budgetary
constraints, and this has directly affected the
activities led by those energy agencies which
depend on local authorities. Whilst one opportunity for energy agencies in such a situation
might be to use their knowledge and expertise
to bring about energy savings for their local
authorities and to be compensated from the
savings generated, this kind of activity could
also be performed by ESCOs from the private
sector, and so local authorities would normally
be obliged to open their calls to competitors.
Hence, even in times of financial crisis, such
a solution may only be applicable to those
energy agencies which have a special arrangement with their local authority or which are
able to compete successfully in the local energy market.
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It is also important to note that the added
value of an independent local energy agency
can be reduced by forcing it to compete with
private energy service providers in their area,
because after competing with those local actors that it was previously working to help,
the agency will no longer be trusted by those
local actors, and will find it more difficult to
work with them to build and develop sustainable energy activities in the future.
Of the energy agencies which responded to
the quantitative questionnaire, 29% were
‘private non-for-profit organisations’ (associations, NGOs, Foundations, etc.) and, although
such a status may seem appropriate in many
cases, these agencies often lack recognition
by local authorities and other institutions.
Moreover, such a private sector status can
be a barrier to getting support from local authorities and to obtaining energy data from
energy companies. Furthermore, it can inhibit
energy agencies from working to create better local market conditions for the development of local/regional sustainable energy
schemes and their associated SME’s.
As all Member States have their own definition of public interest, some energy agencies
with the status of an association can have
more or less flexibility according to the countries. For instance, in the UK, having the right
status enables energy agencies to be independent of commercial targets and direction,
as well as political influence, and therefore
better placed to survive political changes. It
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can also open up links with, for example, health
and social care, as well as environmental and
anti-poverty groups and programmes. Last but
not least, having the right legal status can offer
the possibility for energy agencies to apply for
exemption from corporation tax in several countries. At the same time, an important drawback
encountered by some energy agencies that do
not ‘belong’ to any local or regional authority is
that they have no core funding and must compete for funds in the same way as any other
independent organisation.

4.2	
Support and commitment
from decision makers
As mentioned above, almost 12% of the responding energy agencies declared that the sustainability of their activities could be threatened in a
three-year perspective, and that the key to their
sustainability lies in the support that they can
get from decision makers at local and regional
level. Such political support may be driven by
binding constraints (eg: in cases where energy
agencies have a contractual role to manage energy obligations) or from a genuine commitment
to foster energy efficiency and RES.
A number of energy agencies have persuaded
decision makers to tackle the energy challenge
actively, more or less successfully and with different means, as demonstrated by the statements below:
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« As per our experience, decision makers [want
to] see the benefits that they will obtain in
terms of saved energy [and] cheaper energy
bills. [Lately] it has been a bit more difficult
for RES as there is always a concern about the
price of green energy technology. » In some
areas, in particular in touristic areas and in
countries which have opened an energy transition process, local authorities need to reduce
their energy bills and/or to make contributions
to ambitious energy commitments. Here, support for energy agencies from local authorities
seems not to be a problem.
« We successfully proposed in a major Government tender to operate using subcontractors
thereby sustaining local jobs in local communities for local people alongside social
clauses and using low CO2 vehicles to deliver
the contract. We lobbied the Government and
successfully secured a contract for providing
an impartial energy advice service to householders. » Job creation is a powerful driver
for persuading politicians, and projects which
include environmental and social aspects (reintegration projects) have proved to be very
effective for engaging politicians as well as
citizens. On the other hand, some decision
makers like to keep a distance from energy
agencies, because they perceive them as
companies. However, if energy agencies prove
that they can be innovative, and offer some
shining examples, then decision makers are
more likely to decide to get involved and to
support them.

Energy agencies which offer visibility to local
politicians (in particular through important
events) seem to be well supported, especially
when innovative projects are involved. Indeed,
decision makers are more likely to offer support for innovative projects, even if the results
may not be tangible at first. Since the visibility
of energy agencies is key to getting support
from local governments, communication activities are important, even if they are one of
the first items to be cut in times of budgetary
constraints.
Given the changes that have to be faced at
all political levels, one energy agency decided
to make an opportunity out of political change
by developing guidelines for decision makers
who are experiencing political changes. This
initiative focused on the kinds of project which
could be promoted in their area, and led to the
development of new projects as well as to the
abandonment of old promises.
Likewise, promoting pilot buildings seems to
be an effective means of replicating EE and
RES activities by new local authorities. In Croatia, for example, renovation projects in condominiums including EE and RES technologies
have attracted media attention, and this has
resulted in citizens asking their local decision
makers to replicate / build similar schemes.
The availability of funds at national level and
the institutional knowledge about how to raise
funds from the European Investment Bank both
benefitted from the success of such activities.
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« We have informed and convinced several
municipalities to join the Covenant of Mayors ». The Covenant of Mayors (CoM) is widely
accepted as a convenient way to bring regional and local decision makers into the energy challenge. It also offers the opportunity
for energy agencies to become supporting
structures for the Covenant in their areas of
competence as « technical partners ».
« In Lithuania, 25% of Lithuanian municipalities are CoM signatories and half of the
Lithuanian population is [concerned by] the
process. » Some energy agencies which have
received support from public authorities from
their establishment onwards, have been involved in the preparation of strategic plans
for the use of RES and EE at regional level
(Regional Development Plans). Although a gap
exists between most local / regional energy
agencies and their national energy agencies,
some national consortia of energy agencies
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(eg: in Slovenia) cooperate on the preparation of
national plans and programming periods. Some
other energy agencies (eg: in Poland) have been
able to participate in the preparatory work for
the next programming period of the structural
funds in their region. Such practices are not yet
common in all Member States, especially for
local and provincial energy agencies, which are
not closely involved in energy policy making.

4.3	Multilevel governance
coordination
Energy agencies are affected by local and regional
political changes, especially when a new local government withdraws its support or becomes more
willing to cooperate. Energy agencies can also
feel the impact of changes between members of
the same party – especially those agencies which
depend on very few local authorities, if not only
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one. Some energy agencies have succeeded to
avoid such difficulties by involving companies in
their management board, but for those energy
agencies which are heavily dependent on a small
number of public authorities, this may not be
feasible.
Multilevel coordination is managed in different
ways from one country – or even from a region to another. As mentioned above, while a country
like Spain has a set of competencies which are
well defined for each level of energy agency, other
Member States have much less energy agencies
per inhabitant (one agency for 1 million people),
and energy agencies established in such countries work directly with public authorities from
different political levels. Some agencies embrace
more than 100 municipalities (local level) but are
mostly owned by their provincial government. In
this case, the provincial government has the last
word in addressing the activities of their energy
agency.
Multilevel coordination can work well for local
energy agencies, especially when the main stakeholders are also members of the board and work
through the general assembly to set priorities for
the agency. Energy agencies depending only on
one local authority often stay in constant communication with the latter, and thus generate their
work through inquiries and suggestions of decision makers. Some energy agencies, which are
organized as associations, include each member
municipality/organization in their management
board, granting them one vote each to achieve a
balanced multilevel cooperation approach.

Some energy agencies operate as incorporated
companies (or Ltd) attached to a public authority. Their management boards typically contain
private stakeholders such as company directors
or university teachers. Such organisations have
proved to be very active and proficient in developing new markets to foster RES and EE, but then
have to compete with other companies in those
markets later on.
Energy agencies that are responsible for a fairly
large geographical area (provincial and regional
energy agencies) have the advantage that they
can bring a certain force of persuasion to the
local level for tackling energy issues, perhaps
before local political will has been established
or local actions have started. In fact, many energy agencies operating at provincial or regional
levels are solicited by municipalities to support
them in tackling energy issues because the larger agencies can offer economies of scale when
addressing energy challenges in several municipalities at the same time. However, this does
not necessarily reduce the need for a bottom-up
approach to establish independent local energy
agencies which will contribute to the delivery of
EU energy targets.
Some experienced energy agencies have come
to the conclusion that implementing local SEAPs
is a challenge in terms of political will, especially
in case of political change because, although it
gives a sense of responsibility to local decision
makers, it requires a high degree of governance
and this can often be fragile. Several regional
energy agencies have proved to work effectively
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with Regional Energy Plans, and have contributed usefully to the allocation of structural
funds in the energy field at regional level.
Unfortunately, competition can emerge between regional energy agencies and local or
provincial energy agencies in the same geographical area, which of course is not always
favourable to local development. This can be
fuelled by the greater capacity of regional
energy agencies to obtain (regional) funds,
thus preventing local energy agencies from
developing activities for their local authorities.
Similar situations can occur in some autonomous regions, where local energy agencies
are established and where regional priorities
differ from those of specific local communities. However, the aim should be to establish
regional energy agencies which contribute to
the prosperity of all energy agencies in their
area, for example by generating economies of
scale and fostering networking at all levels of
governance.

4.4	Contractual structure
promoted with IEE funding
for establishment
Most of the organisations that benefited
from the SAVE and IEE funding for the establishment of new energy agencies think
that the IEE rules were appropriate in terms
of administrative structure. Unsurprisingly, it
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appears in many cases that the IEE grant for
establishment of new energy agencies was the
necessary impulse for the administration to decide to create an agency dedicated to energy
issues. The structure promoted by the terms of
the IEE contract led to enough independency
from local authorities to act in their area of
responsibility. However, as independent bodies,
these energy agencies often lack authority with
regard to other stakeholders (electricity suppliers, etc.) who can be reluctant to cooperate with
energy agencies – because of their independent
status - for instance to communicate energy
data. As long as this independent status is not
recognized, staff from energy agencies have to
rely on the support of civil servants from local
authorities for some activities which are actually within the competence of agencies. Furthermore, in some countries where the legislation
has changed, it is no longer possible for some
agencies to keep their status - they must work
as associations, losing their authority in their local environment.
Depending on the national context, energy agencies are more or less independent, for example
some energy agencies which only get support
from one local authority cannot be considered
as autonomous as others which benefit from
several funding sources. Situations where energy agencies are not free to develop new actions
on their own initiative, can be counterproductive
when it comes to developing new projects - in
particular EU projects - which could be a source
of inspiration and further development for energy agencies.
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It appears that, in some Member States (e.g.
UK), the independent status fostered by the IEE
programme was not well understood or implemented. Nevertheless, some agencies in those
Member States managed to work successfully as
an autonomous NGO, charity or association and,
by focussing on technical issues, was able to plan
autonomously, make fast decisions and deliver
good results.
In terms of monitoring, the respondents to this
study suggested that a grant for the establishment of a new energy agency should require an
approach to self-monitoring that agencies could
take forward and continue to use in the future,
and that this should include both operational
details and results of activities. One idea was to
focus on carbon emissions for self-monitoring of
operations.
The communication activities fostered by the IEE
programme seem to have been perceived as a
very positive way for energy agencies to network
at EU level as well as at the local level which
they need in order to get political support. For
agencies, which are supported by various local
authorities, the organisation of communication
events or activities is a good way to get politicians involved. However, such activities should
be prepared with caution, taking into account the
different political priorities of the local authorities
involved. In this regard, most energy agencies
have been successful in adapting their messages
to suit their different stakeholder groups, and in
promoting renewables, energy efficiency, protecting the environment, and boosting the economy.

In summary, the administrative structure fostered by the IEE programme appears to have
suited most contexts, and has enabled most
energy agency teams to work freely and to
provide independent advice, especially to citizens. On the other hand, the sustainability of
energy agencies has proved to be vulnerable
to the scarcity of public funds, and there is an
on-going need for targeted financing tools to
facilitate the implementation of innovative energy projects on the ground.

4.5	
Activities led by energy
agencies
Most energy agencies have confirmed that
their activities have changed in the past few
years. They have had to adapt to the evolving needs of their target groups, therefore not
only focusing on raising awareness, but also
on implementing concrete actions in order to
meet the expectations of their stakeholders.
Public authorities, rather than hearing what
they could possibly do, are more interested to
learn how they can actually drive the change.
« Because of the demand of the territory [we
now focus on] co-ownership in buildings. »
(France) Most energy agencies continue to
work on advising public authorities, raising
awareness on EE and RES, organizing events
and workshops, improving the performance of
buildings, applying for EU projects, developing
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SEAPs and educating children. However, within these topic areas and depending on the political will and demand, the energy agencies
now focus on particular topics (eg. improving
buildings or developing biomass plants) or on
particular sectors (eg: energy efficiency in the
tourism industry).
«  
The current economic situation hasn’t
resulted in a better collaboration with the
private sector for joint projects. » (Spain) During the interviews held for this study, energy
agencies emphasised the need to put their
efforts into new financing approaches to promote EE and RES more effectively because of
the current economic situation. They stated
that one of the changes which has occurred
in their daily activities is a greater involvement in project financing on behalf of their
public authorities.
The quantitative results of the survey show
that energy agencies are very much inclined
to trigger investment through the development of public-private partnerships and other
third party financing. In particular, the Elena
initiative is seen as an opportunity according to the declarations received. However, a
number of energy agencies mentioned that
the conditions for accessing such grants for
technical assistance are not well adapted to
small entities, for example stakeholders consider that a 1:20 leverage ratio and 3 years
for implementation represent too much risk.
This is probably why energy agencies operating on a wider basis are more prepared to
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trigger large investments using other EU tools,
as shown by the fact that a majority of regional
energy agencies have declared a past involvement in such projects.
As far as energy service companies (ESCOs) are
concerned, some barriers on the ground were
reported. Firstly, since financial capacity is a key
factor for third party interventions, the ESCO
scheme can hardly work at the moment where
the financial crisis has hit hardest - « access to
financial resources is too hard and long payback
times (10-15 years) are not welcome by private
companies and banks » nowadays. A solution
for overcoming this barrier could be for energy
agencies to demonstrate more clearly that ESCOs can generate energy and therefore cost
savings for their clients as well as revenue for
the financing institutions. Structural funds are
expected to support such initiatives and some
energy agencies are actively promoting such
schemes at national and regional levels as part
of the preparations for the next programming
period 2014-2020. « Originally, [we] concentrated emphasis on how to save Carbon and Climate
Change. Now we place emphasis on saving energy and money. » (UK)
An interesting « good practice », which has been
identified during the survey, is financing of the
monitoring of energy building certificates by
the certifiers themselves. In a region, which is
entitled to legislate on building certificates, the
regional energy agency, which was set up as a
Limited company mostly owned by its region,
has been put in charge of monitoring the energy
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certification of buildings. The certifiers pay a
20€ fee for each energy certificate produced.
With these fees, the regional energy agency is
able to manage a database of energy certifiers in the region and to monitor their work.
This ensures a high quality of energy audits in
buildings, without interfering with the market.
Revenues are automatically generated by the
certifiers and the energy agency is able to diversify its activities while contributing to the
implementation of the Energy Performance of
Buildings Directive (EPBD).
In some countries, the impacts of auditing local authority buildings have been limited by the
fact that the local authorities have under-estimated the costs of audits when setting their
CO2 objectives and, together with the budgetary constraints which have resulted from the
financial crisis, it has not been possible to carry
out all of the planned energy audits. Moreover,
even where energy audits have been carried
out (often by their energy agencies), the local
authorities have not had the budget needed
to make the recommended renovations and/
or to invest in the recommended EE and RES
systems.
More generally, some energy agencies have
successfully diversified their activities by
carrying out energy monitoring activities on
behalf of their local authority, for example
looking into the energy tariffs, energy services,
and sustainable energy practices used in ESCO
interventions. As experts, some energy agencies are also involved in the management of

structural funds, where they analyse energy
project proposals and provide feedback to the
managing authorities. By bringing their expertise to the management of the ERDF grants at
regional level, energy agencies make important contributions to the sound management
of these funds. However, this is only possible
in areas were the managing authorities for
structural funds put their trust into the energy
agencies.
Some energy agencies actually manage national or regional funds on behalf of their public authorities, and are responsible for evaluating the applications received, as well as for
monitoring their technical implementation.

4.6	The needs of energy
agencies
The responses of energy agencies to the surveys demonstrated strong support for the IEE
programme and the issues which it tackles. Given the difficult conditions that energy agencies
are facing in terms of financing, many of them
took advantage of this study to put forward a
request for a preferential channel for energy
agencies in any future calls for proposals. Although energy agencies are well represented
in many of the consortia which are co-funded
by the programme, they regret the high level
of competition for funds, and emphasise that
a dedicated budget for energy agencies within
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the funding programmes could help them to
diversify their activities and to promote good
practices from all over Europe.
Although a number of energy agencies have
disappeared in the past few years, the answers provided by energy agencies show
that the need for more energy agencies is
not obvious in most countries. Indeed, over
two thirds (71%) of the responding energy
agencies either think that there is no need
for more energy agencies in their area or do
not have an opinion on this issue. For those
energy agencies which do consider that there
is a need for new energy agencies in their
area (France, Italy, Spain, Denmark, Portugal,
Germany or Ireland), the establishment of
energy agencies is already quite widespread.
Nevertheless, there are some Member States
(i.e. Poland, Norway, Romania, Hungary, Latvia and, to a lesser extent, Croatia), where
the need for more energy agencies is much
clearer, especially when the geographical
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spread of energy agencies within these countries is taken into account. In summary, the need
for more energy agencies is not uniform across
all EU countries.
In view of the general role and mandate of public authorities, it seems obvious that financial
support for energy agencies should come from
them. However, the survey reveals that such
support is shrinking, and many energy agencies
are being forced to compete in the market with
other providers of energy services in order to
maintain their activities. Depending on their legal status, some energy agencies are not legally
entitled to compete with consultancies and other energy service providers, and therefore these
energy agencies can focus on setting the right
local conditions to open up the market and on
developing pilot projects which can be supported
by structural funds together with the private
sector. The involvement of the private sector can
help with access to investment funds because
the private sector is aware and familiar with the
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bankability of projects for addressing energy
efficiency and renewable energy sources, and
the involvement of the private sector can also
lead to greater sustainability.

4.7	EU and international
collaboration
European projects are invaluable to energy agencies for the replication of good practices and for
the spreading of knowledge across the EU. In
particular, they enable energy agencies to network and to improve their knowledge from each
other’s experience through shared actions. EU
projects funded by IEE and INTERREG have led to
very active networking activities amongst project
partners, and a continued contribution from the
EU to such exchanges of best practices seems
essential to energy agencies, regardless their
origin or the conditions of their establishment.
Whilst the diversification of activities has improved the success and sustainability of energy
agencies, their involvement in research projects
also seems to be a good way to answer local
needs in terms of sustainable energy. Some energy agencies have already taken part in research
projects, which have allowed them to improve
their competencies and to better understand the
state of the art in smart grids and renewables.

providing support for networking and for exchanging best practices between local and
regional stakeholders tackling energy issues. It
was also found to be a valuable tool for the
development of new innovative projects across
the EU. Energy agencies and municipalities also
appreciated the support provided in the framework of the Covenant of Mayors. Nevertheless,
energy agencies and municipalities requested
that the following activities be continued and
further developed:
•

Technical Assistance – including trainings –
for energy agencies to promote RUE and
RES,

•

Peer exchanges (exchanging best practices
and sharing knowledge ),

•

Direct communications with energy agencies on events organized for their attention,

•

State of the art information on energy issues

Collaboration patterns in the EU and with third
countries are difficult to define, because energy
issues and cultures vary from one region to
another.

The ManagEnergy network was reported to
meet the expectations of energy agencies by
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This assessment of energy agencies, which
was carried out mainly in 2013, 5 years after the last call for the establishment of new
energy agencies by the IEE programme, gives
an overview of the current status of local and
regional energy agencies.
From 1991 to 2008, the SAVE and IEE programmes successively selected and supported a number of public authorities in the
establishment of not-for-profit independent/
autonomous energy agencies which aim to
promote sustainable energy in view of the
European Union’s energy and climate targets.
They provide information, advice and technical
assistance to energy users and contribute to
the development of local sustainable energy
markets.
To establish more energy agencies is not seen
as a priority in all parts of Europe, but the need
to support more local and regional energy activities was emphasised by both energy agencies and public authorities.
In 2013, 368 local and regional energy agencies operated in the participating countries of
the “Intelligent Energy-Europe” programme12.
In the period from 2012 to 2013, approximately 46 energy agencies closed down or
became inactive, largely in Italy, Spain and UK.
An additional 10-12 disappeared during 2014.
Over time, more and more energy agencies
have built up the experience and confidence
needed to tackle energy challenges on their

own, and have implemented a growing number
of successful and exemplary projects, sometimes without support from public authorities.
Overcoming the barriers to energy efficiency
and to the large scale deployment of renewable energies remains a significant challenge.
Energy agencies as technical experts are
becoming more and more involved with financing and with ensuring the bankability of
investment projects. Access to finance is still
a major barrier, especially during the on-going
financial crisis. Since energy is an important
strand in structural funds, energy agencies are
an appropriate source of expertise that could
be used for selection and implementation of
energy projects.
Energy agencies are calling for more targeted
training on new financial tools and services, on
how to develop bankable project packages and
on how to prepare appropriate business models for local renewable energy and energy efficiency related projects. Capacity building and
exchanges of experience and best practices
related to the development of local initiatives
and the promotion of sustainable energy are
also needed.
Sustainability of funding is certainly a major
issue for energy agencies, and many have expressed a wish to see a dedicated line in a public budget or recognition in national legislation
in order to provide them with more certainty.
The capacity to adapt of energy agencies is
key to the continuation of their activities.

12	IEE participating countries: EU Member States, Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein, and the Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia.
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In 2013, energy agencies reported that they
were employing more than 2251 full-time
equivalent staff. Such information can be
found for each energy agency in the ManagEnergy Directories and on the ManagEnergy
website: http://www.managenergy.net.

Acronyms and abbreviations

On average, energy agencies have contributed
to the elaboration of a little more than 5 SEAPs
per million inhabitants13.
The information presented in this report, is
based on inputs from many different energy
agencies, and should therefore be particularly
useful to decision makers in regional and local
authorities, who need to understand the challenges to be faced when working to implement
sustainable energy projects in their area. It
provides insights into the challenges faced by
energy agencies and confirms their creativity
and their potential to achieve positive impacts
through the development and implementation
of sustainable energy action plans (SEAPs).
Last but not least, the information presented
in this report provides valuable feedback to
EU policy makers on the local and regional
implementation of sustainable energy policies,
which is a process that is not yet very well
documented in many Member States.

13	Estimated from Covenant of Mayors
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CoM:

Covenant of Mayors

EA(s):

Energy agency/ies

EACI:

Executive Agency for Competitiveness and Innovation

EE:

Energy Efficiency

EIB:

European Investment Bank

ELENA:

European Local ENergy
Assistance

EPBD:

Energy Performance of Buildings Directive

EPC:

Energy Performance Contracting

ESCO:

Energy Service Company

EU:

European Union

GPP:

Green Public Procurement

ICT-PSP:

ICT Policy Support Programme

IEE:

Intelligent Energy - Europe

MLEI:

Mobilising Local Energy
Investment

PPP:

Public Private Partnership

PA(s):

Public Authority/ies

RES:

Renewable Energy Sources

RUE:

Rational Use of Energy

SEAP:

Sustainable Energy Action Plans
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13. ADEME Bretagne - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Délégation
Régionale Bretagne, Rennes
14. ADEME Centre - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Délégation
Régionale Centre, Orléans
15. ADEME Centre de Sophia Antipolis - Centre de Valbonne, Valbonne
16. ADEME Champagne-Ardenne - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie Délégation Régionale Champagne-Ardenne, Châlons-en-Champagne
17. ADEME Corse - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Délégation Régionale
Corse, Ajaccio
18. ADEME Guadeloupe - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Délégation
Régionale Guadeloupe (Guadeloupe)
19. ADEME Guyane française - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie Délégation Régionale Guyane (Guyane française)
20. ADEME Haute-Normandie - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie Délégation Régionale Haute-Normandie, Rouen
21. ADEME Ile-de-France - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Délégation
Régionale Ile-de-France, Puteaux
22. ADEME La Réunion - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Délégation
Régionale La Réunion, Le Port
23. ADEME Langudeoc-Roussillon - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie Délégation Régionale Languedoc-Roussillon, Montpellier
24. ADEME Limousin - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Délégation
Régionale Limousin, Limoges
25. ADEME Lorraine - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Délégation
Régionale Lorraine, Metz
26. ADEME Martinique - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Délégation
Régionale Martinique, Le Lamentin (Martinique)
27. ADEME Midi-Pyrénées - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Délégation
Régionale Midi-Pyrénées, Labège
28. ADEME Nord-Pas-de-Calais - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie
-Délégation Régionale Nord-Pas-de-Calais, Douai
29. ADEME Nouvelle-Calédonie - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie Délégation Régionale Nouvelle-Calédonie
30. ADEME Pays de la Loire - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Délégation
Régionale Pays de la Loire, Nantes
31. ADEME Picardie - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Délégation
Régionale Picardie, Amiens
32. ADEME Poitou-Charentes - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie Délégation Régionale Poitou-Charentes, Poitiers
33. ADEME Polynésie française - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie Délégation Régionale Polynésie française
34. ADEME Provence Alpes Côte d'Azur - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie
Provence Alpes Côte d'Azur, Marseille
35. ADEME Rhône-Alpes - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Délégation
Régionale Rhône-Alpes, Lyon
36. ADEME Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie Délégation Régionale Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon, Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon
37. Aduhme - Agence Locale des Energies et du Climat, Clermont-Ferrand
38. ALE - Agence Locale de l'Energie d'Evry Centre Essonne, Evry
39. ALE 08 - Agence Locale de l'Energie et du Climat, Charlesville-Mézières
40. ALE 37 - Agence locale de l'énergie d'Indre-et-Loire, Tours
41. ALE Grand Nancy - Agence Locale de l'Energie du Grand Nancy, Nancy
42. ALE Lyon - Agence Locale de l'Energie de l'Agglomération Lyonnaise, Lyon
43. ALE Montpellier - Agence Locale de l'Energie Montpellier, Montpellier
44. ALEC - Agence Locale de l'Énergie et du Climat de l'agglomération Grenobloise, Grenoble
45. Alec - Agence Locale de l’Energie et du Climat de la métropole bordelaise et de la Gironde, Bordeaux
46. ALEC 42 - Agence Locale de l'Energie et du Climat du Département de la Loire, Saint-Etienne
47. ALEC27 - Agence locale de l'énergie et du climat de l'Eure, Louviers
48. ALECOB - Agence Locale de l'Energie du Centre-Ouest Bretagne, Carhaix-Plouguer
49. ALEC SQY - Agence Locale de l'Energie et du Climat de Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines,
Magny-les-Hameaux
50. ALE Saint-Brieuc - Agence Locale de l'Energie du Pays de Saint-Brieuc, Saint Brieuc
51. ALME - Agence Locale de la Maîtrise de l'Energie, Mulhouse
52. ALOEN - Agence locale de l'énergie de Bretagne, Lorient
53. Alterre Bourgogne - Agence Pour l'Environnement et le Développement Soutenable en
Bourgogne, Dijon
54. AME - Agence Manche Energies, Le Dézert
55. APC - Agence Parisienne du Climat, Paris
56. AREC Poitou-Charentes - Agence Régionale pour l'Evaluation environnement et Climat, Poitiers
57. AREHN - Agence Régionale de l'Environnement de Haute-Normandie, Rouen
58. ARENE Île-de-France - Agence régionale de l'environnement et des nouvelles énergies Île-de-France, Paris
59. ARPE PACA - Agence Régionale pour l'Environnement et l'écodéveloppement
Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur, Aix en Provence
60. ATEPS - Agence Territoriale de l'Energie du Plateau de Saclay, Orsay (Paris)
61. ALEC - Agence Locale de l'Energie et du Climat du Pays de Rennes, Rennes
62. ENER'GENCE - Agence de Maîtrise de l'Energie et du Climat du Pays de Brest, Brest
63. GPSO Energie - Agence Locale de l'Energie GPSO Energie, Meudon
64. HEOL - Agence Locale de l'Energie du Pays de Morlaix, Morlaix
65. LOZERE ENERGIE - Agence Locale de l'Energie et du Climat, Mende
66. Quercy Energies - Agence Locale de l'Énergie, Cahors
67. RAEE - Rhônalpénergie-Environnement, Lyon
68. SOLEVAL - Agence Locale de l'Energie et du Climat en Sicoval Sud-Est Toulousain, Ramonville
69. SPL Energies Réunion, Réunion

Austria
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Österreichische Energieagentur - Austrian Energy Agency, Wien
BEA - Burgenländische Energieagentur, Eisenstadt
EAR - Energieagentur der Regionen, Energy Agency of the Regions, Waidhofen/Thaya
eaw - Energieagentur Weststeiermark, Energy Agency of South-West Styria, Deutschlandsberg
EIV - Energieinstitut Vorarlberg, Energy Institute, Dornbirn
Energie Tirol, Innsbruck
energie:bewusst Kärnten, Klagenfurt am Wörthersee
Energieagentur Obersteiermark, Zeltweg
ENU - Energie- und Umweltagentur NÖ, St. Pölten
ESV - O.Ö. Energiesparverband, Linz
GEA - Grazer Energieagentur, Graz Energy Agency, Graz
LEA - Lokale Energieagentur, Local Energy Agency, Feldbach
LEV - LandesEnergieVerein Steiermark, Graz

Belgium

1. Bruxelles Environnement, Brussels
2. Centre Urbain, Brussels Energy Agency, Brussels
WHITE
3. Département de l'énergie du bâtiment durable (Service Public de Wallonie), Sustainable Energy
SEA and Building Department (Public Services Wallonia), Namur
4. EcoHuis Antwerpen, Antwerpen
5. GREEN - Geel Regional Energy Efficiency Network, Geel
6. VEA Gent, Gent
7. VEA Hasselt, Hasselt
8. VEA - Vlaams Energieagentschap, Flemish Energy Agency, Brussels

Bulgaria
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ABEA - Асоциация на българските енергийни агенции, Association of Bulgarian Energy
Agencies, Plovdiv
AMEA - Сдружение "Общинска енергийна агенция - Русе", Association Municipal Energy
Agency, Ruse
BSRAEM / ЧРАУЕ - Черноморска Регионална Агенция за Управление на Енергията, Black
Sea Regional Agency for Energy Management, Varna
ЕАП / EAP - Енергийна агенция – Пловдив, Energy Agency of Plovdiv, Plovdiv
EMA Popovo - Агенция за енергиен мениджмънт - гр. Попово, EMA Popovo, Popovo
REAP - Регионална енергийна агенция - Пазарджик, Regional Energy Agency of Pazardjik,
Pazardjik
SOFENA - Софийска Енергийна Агенция, Sofia Energy Agency, Sofia

Croatia

1. EIHP - Energetski Institut Hrvoje Požar, Energy Institute Hrvoje Pozar, Zagreb
Onežskoe
OzeroIRENA - Istarska Regionalna Energetska Agencija, Istrian Regional Energy Agency,
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Ladožskoe
Ozero

Labin
MENEA - Međimurska energetska agencija, Medjimurje Energy Agency, Čakovec
REA Kvarner - Regionalna Energetska Agencija Kvarner, Regional Energy Agency Kvarner,
Rijeka
REA Sjever - Regionalna energetska agencija Sjever, Regional Energy Agency North, Koprivnica
REGEA - Regionalna energetska agencija sjeverozapadne Hrvatske, North-West Croatia
Regional Energy Agency, Zagreb

Cyprus
1.
2.

CIE - Ιδρυμα Ενέργειας Κύπρου, Cyprus Institute of Energy, Lefkosia
CEA - Ενεργειακό Γραφείο Κυπρίων Πολιτών, Cyprus Energy Agency, Lefkosia

Czech Republic
RUSSIA
РОССИЯ

ROSSIJA

1.
2.
3.
4
5.
6.
7.

SEVEn - The Energy Efficiency Center, Praha
EAT - Energetická Agentura Trojzemí, Energy Agency Trojzemí, Liberec
EAV - Energetická agentura Vysočiny, Energy Agency of Vysočiny, Jihlava
EAZK - Energetická agentura Zlínského kraje, Energy agency of the Zlín Region, Zlín
KEA MSK - Krajská energetická agentura Moravskoslezského kraje; ops, Regional Energy
Agency of Moravian-Silesian Region, Ostrava, Moravia-Silesia
REC - Regionalni energeticke centrum, Valasske Mezirici
SESO - Regional Energy Agency of the Ustí Region, Northern Bohemia Municipalities Association,
Ústí nad Labem

Denmark

DEA - Danish Energy Agency, Ministry for Climate and Energy, København
Energitjenesten Sekretariat, Energy Service Secretariat, Århus
AEEO - Ærø Energi- og Miljøkontor, Aeroe Energy and Environment Office, Ærøskøbing
Energitjenesten Bornholm, Energy Service Bornholm, Gudhjem
Energitjenesten Fyn, Energy Service Fyn, Svendborg
Energitjenesten København, Energy Service
Copenhagen, København
Moskva
Energitjenesten Midtjylland, Energy Service Midt- og Østjylland, Århus
Energitjenesten Nordjylland, Energy Service Nordjylland, Aalborg
Energitjenesten Samsø, Energy Agency Samsoe, Samsø
Energitjenesten Sjælland & Det Grønne Hus, Energy Service Zealand & The Green House, Køge
Energitjenesten Sydjylland, Energy Service Sydjylland, Kolding
Energitjenesten Vestjylland, Energy Service Vestjylland, Skjern
Miljor & EnergiCentret i Hoje-Taastrup, Environment and Energycenter in Hoje-Taastrup,
ep
Taastrup
Dn
Vo
lga

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Estonia

1.
2.

TREA - Mittetulundusûhing Tartu Regiooni Energiaagentuur, Tartu Regional Energy Agency, Tartu
Tallinna Energiaagentuuri, Energy Agency Tallinn, Tallinn

Finland
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BELARUS
БЕЛАРУСЬ

ELARUS'

6.
7.
8.

Motiva - Specialist Organisation in Energy and Material Efficiency, Helsinki
VALONIA - Varsinais-Suomen Energiatoimisto, Energy Agency of Southwest Finland, Turku
CFEA - Keski-Suomen Energiatoimisto, Central Finland Energy Agency - Benet, Jyväskylä
Etelä-Pohjanmaan Energiatoimisto, Energy Agency of South Ostrobothnia, Lapua
HKR-RAK - Helsingin kaupunki, HKR - Rakennuttaja, Energiayksikkö, PWD Construction
Management Division, Energy Unit, Helsingin Kaupunki
KSET - Kokkolanseudun energiatoimisto, Kokkola Region Energy Agency, Kokkola
Jyväskylä Regional Development Company Innovation Jykes, Jyväskylä
Tampereen Energiatoimisto, Tampere Energy Agency, Tampere

Germany

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

France
1.
2.

UKRAINE
УКРАЇНА

UKRAЇNA

ADEME - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie, Angers
ADEME - Siège Social - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Angers,
Angers
3. AILE - Association d'Initiatives Locales pour l'Energie et l'Environnement, Rennes
4. FLAME - Fédération des agences locales de maîtrise de l'énergie et du climat,
Clermont-Ferrand
5. MVE - Maîtrisez Votre Energie, Montreuil
6. PRIORITERRE - Maison pour la Planète, Meythet
KyïvRARE - Réseau des Agences Régionales de l'Energie et de l'Environnement, Toulouse
7.
8. ADEME Alsace - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Délégation
Régionale Alsace, Strasbourg
9. ADEME Aquitaine - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Délégation
Régionale Aquitaine, Bordeaux
10. ADEME Auvergne - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Délégation
Régionale Auvergne, Clermont-Ferrand
11. ADEME Basse-Normandie - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie Délégation Régionale Basse-Normandie, Hérouville-Saint-Clair
12. ADEME Bourgogne - Agence de l'Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l'Energie - Délégation
Régionale Bourgogne, Dijon

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

dena - Deutsche Energie-Agentur, German Energy Agency, Berlin
Umwelt- und Energieagentur Kreis Karlsruhe, Bretten
Agentur für Klimaschutz Kreis Tübingen, Tübingen
B.&S.U. - Beratungs- und Service-Gesellschaft Umwelt, Department International Cooperation &
Project Development, Berlin
BEA - Berliner Energieagentur, Berlin Energy Agency, Berlin
BEF - Baltic Energy Forum, Mallentin
KAZAKHSTAN
Bioenergie-Region Mittelhessen, Heuchelheim
Bonner Energie Agentur, Bonn Energy Agency, Bonn
Bremer Energie-Konsens, Bremen
E2A - EnergieEffizienzAgentur Rhein-Neckar, EnergyEfficiencyAgency Rhein-Neckar,
Ludwigshafen/Rhein
EA in HorbEnergieagentur in Horb, Horb am Neckar
EAB - Energieagentur Bergstraße, Energy Agency Bergstraße, Heppenheim
eaD - Bundesverband der Energie- und Klimaschutzagenturen Deutschlands, German
Federation of Energy and Climate Protection Agencies, Berlin
EAMB - Energieagentur Mittelbaden, Energy Agency Mittelbaden, Rastatt
EART - Energieagentur Region Trier, Energy Agency for the Region of Trier, Trier
EBZ - Energie-Beratungs-Zentrum Stuttgart, Stuttgart Energy Agency, Stuttgart
ebz. - Energie- und Bauberatungszentrum Pforzheim / Enzkreis gemeinnützige, Pforzheim
emma - Energiemanagement-Agentur Elbtalaue-Prignitz-Wendland, Lüchow (Wendland)
EKO-Energiekompetenz Ostalb, Böbingen
ENERGIE 2000 - Energieagentur im Landkreis Kassel, Energy agency in the district of Kassel,
Wolfhagen
EnergieAgentur.NRW - EnergieAgentur Nordrhein-Westfalen, Wuppertal
Energieagentur Biberach - Niederlassung der EA Ravensburg, Biberach
Energieagentur Bodenseekreis - Niederlassung der EA Ravensburg, Friedrichshafen
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

1.

ANRE - Autoritatea Nationala de Reglementare in domeniul Energiei, Romanian
Regulatory Authority for Energy, Bucharest
ABMEE - Agentia pentru Managementul Energiei si Protectia Mediului Brasov, Agency of
Brasov for the Management of Energy and Environment, Brasov
3. ADETIM - Associate for Energy Management Timiş, Timişoara
4. AE3R - Agenţia pentru Eficienţă Energetică şi Energii Regenerabile Ploieşti - Prahova,
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Agency Ploiesti - Prahova, Ploieşti
5. AEEPM - Agentia pentru Eficienta Energetica si Protectia Mediului Bucuresti, Agency for
Energy Efficiency and Environment Protection Bucharest, Bucharest
6. ALEA - Agentia Locala a Energiei Alba, Alba Local Energy Agency, Alba Iulia
7. ALEEM Vaslui - Agentia Locala pentru Eficienta Energetica si Mediu Vaslui, Local
Agency for Energy Efficiency and Environment Vaslui, Vaslui
8. AMEMM - Agentia de Management Energetic Maramures, Energy Management Agency
of Maramures, Baia Mare, Maramures
9. AMES - Agenția pentru Managementul Energiei Sighișoara, Energy Management
Agency Sighisoara, Sighişoara
10. AMET - Asociatia pentru managementul energiei Timis, Associate for Energy
Management Timis, Timişoara
11. HAME/HEMA - Consiliul Județean Harghita - Agenția de Management Energetic,
Harghita County Council – Energy Management Agency, Harghita
12. R.A.E.E Low Danube - Regional Association for Energy and Environment of Lower
Danube, Galați
2.

Slovak Republic
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

9.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

SEAI - Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland - Energy Policy Statistics Support Unit, Co. Cork
SEAI - Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland - Headquarters, Dublin
SEAI - Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland - Sligo Regional Office, Sligo
AIEA - Association of Irish Energy Agencies, Cahir, Co. Tipperary
Carlow Kilkenny Energy Agency, Co. Carlow & Co. Kilkenny
CCEA - Cork City Energy Agency, Cork City
CODEMA - Dublin's Energy Agency, Dublin
Cork County Energy Agency, Co. Cork
GEA - Galway Energy Agency, Galway
LCEA - Limerick Clare Energy Agency, Limerick
Mayo Energy Agency, Ballina, Co. Mayo
TEA - Tipperary Energy Agency, Cahir, Co. Tipperary
WEB - Biúro Fuinnimh Phort Láirge, Waterford Energy Bureau, Tramore, Co. Waterford

Italy
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

ENEA - Agenzia Nazionale per le Nuove tecnologie; l'Energia e lo Sviluppo Economico
Sostenibile, Roma
RENAEL - Rete Nazionale Agenzie Energetiche Locali, Italian Network of Local Energy Agencies, Napoli
A.L.E.S.A. Agenzia Locale per l'energia e lo sviluppo ambientale, Province of Chieti Energy
Agency, Chieti
A.P.E.V.V. - Agenzia Provinciale per l'Energia del Vercellese e della Valsesia, Vercelli
AESS - Agenzia per l'Energia e lo Sviluppo Sostenibile di Modena, Energy and Sustainable
Development Agency of Modena, Modena
Afe - Agenzia Fiorentina per l'Energia, Florence Energy Agency, Firenze (FI)
AG.EN.A. - Agenzia per l'Energia e l'Ambiente della provincia di Teramo, Teramo
AGEAS SALERNO - Agenzia per la Gestione Energia Ambiente e Sviluppo Sostenibile della
Provincia di Salerno, Salerno
Agenzia Parma Energia, Energy Agency of Parma (City and Province), Parma
AGIRE - Agenzia per la Gestione Intelligente delle Risorse Energetiche, Local Energy Agency, Mantova
AGIRE - Agenzia Veneziana per l'Energia, Venice Energy Agency, Marghera (VE)
ALESSCO - Local Agency for Energy Saving; Renewable Sources & Sustainable Development in
the Province of Cosenza, Cosenza
ANEA - Agenzia Napoletana Energia e Ambiente, Napoli
APE FVG - Agenzia Per l'Energia del Friuli Venezia Giulia, Energy Management Agency of Friuli
Venezia Giulia, Gemona del Friuli (UD)
APEA - L'Agenzia Provinciale per l'Energia e l'Ambiente di Catania, Catania
ARAEN - Agenzia Regionale per l'Energia della Regione Abruzzo, Abruzzo Regional Energy
Agency, Pescara
ARE - Agenzia per il Risparmio Energetico, Ancona
ARE Liguria - Agenzia Regionale per l'Energia della Liguria, Regional Energy Agency of Liguria, Genova
ASEA - Agenzia Sannita per l'Energia e l'Ambiente, Samnite Agency for Energy & Environment,
Benevento
EALP - Agenzia Energetica della provincia di Livorno, Energy Agency of Livorno Province, Livorno
ENER.BIT, Biella
Fondazione Torino Smart City per lo Sviluppo Sostenibile, Torino Energy Agency, Torino
Infoenergia, Milano
PEPS - Punto Energia Provincia di Sassari - Multiss, Sassari

Latvia
1.

REA - Rīgas pašvaldības "Rīgas enerģētikas aģentūra", Riga Municipal Agency "Riga Energy
Agency", Riga
ZREA - Zemgales Reģionālā Enerģētikas Aģentūra, Zemgale Regional Energy Agency, Jelgava

Lithuania
1.
2.

Valstybes imone Energetikos Agentura, State Enterprise Energy Agency, Vilnius
KREA - Kauno Regioninė Energetikos Agentūra, Kaunas Regional Energy Agency, Kaunas

Luxembourg
1.
2.

myenergy - Groupement d’Interêt Economique, Luxembourg
Energieatelier - Réidener Energiatelier asbl, Redange-sur-Attert

Malta
1.

MIEMA - Malta Intelligent Energy Management Agency, Paola

Netherlands
1.

Agentschap NL, NL Agency, Utrecht

Norway
1.
2.

Enova SF, Trondheim
Energiråd Innlandet AS, Inland Norway Energy Agency, Gjovik

Poland
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

KAPE - Krajowa Agencja Poszanowania Energii, The Polish National Energy Conservation
Agency, Warszawa
NAPE - Narodowa Agencja Poszanowania Energii, National Energy Conservation Agency, Warszawa
BAPE - Baltycka Agencja Poszanowania Energii, Baltic Energy Conservation Agency, Gdańsk
AUiPE - Agencja Uzytkowania i Poszanowania Energii, Agency of Power Usage and
Conservation, Lódz
DAEiS - Dolnośląska Agencja Energii i Środowiska, Lower Silesia Energy and Environment
Agency, Wrocław
EC BREC IEO - Instytut Energetyki Odnawialnej, Institute for Renewable Energy, Warszawa
FPE - Fundacja Poszanowania Energii, Energy Conservation Foundation, Warszawa
MAE - Mazowiecka Agencja Energetyczna, Mazovia Energy Agency, Warszawa
PAE - Podkarpacka Agencja Energetyczna, Podkarpacka Energy Management Agency, Rzeszów
PAZE - Podlaska Agencja Zarządzania Energią, Podlaska Agency for Energy, Białystok
PRAZE - Powiślańska Regionalna Agencja Zarządzania Energią, The Energy Management
Agency in the Vistula River Valley, Kwidzyn
SAPE-Polska - Ogólnokrajowe Stowarzyszenie "Poszanowanie Energii i Środowiska",
Association "Energy and environment conservation" SAPE-Poland, Warszawa
WAZE - Wielkopolska Agencja Zarządzania Energią Wielkopolska Energy Management Agency,
Poznań
WMAE - Warminsko-Mazurska Agencja Energetyczna, The Energy Agency of
Warminsko-Mazurskie Voivodeship, Olsztyn/Warminsko-Mazurskie

6.
7.

ADENE - Agência para a Energia, Portuguese Energy Agency, Algés
AdEPorto - Agência de Energia do Porto, Porto Energy Agency, Porto
Agência de Energia de Trás-os-Montes, Chaves
Agência de Energia do Cávado, Braga
AGENEAL - Agência Municipal de Energia de Almada, Local Energy Management Agency of
Almada, Almada
AMES - Agência Municipal de Energia de Sintra, Municipal Energy Agency of Sintra, Colares
AMESEIXAL - Agência Municipal de Energia do Seixal, Municipal Energy Agency of Seixal, Seixal

EnergaP - Energy Agency of Podravje, Institution for Sustainable Energy Use, Maribor
GOLEA - Goriška Local Energy Agency, Nova Gorica
KSSENA - Zavod Energetska agencija za Savinjsko, Šaleško in Koroško, Energy
Agency of Savinjska, Šaleška and Koroška Region, Velenje
LEA Pomurje - Lokalna energetska agencija za Pomurje, Local Energy Agency Pomurje,
Martjanci
LEAD - Lokalna energetska agencija, Dolenjska – Posavje – Bela krajina, Krsko
LEAG - Lokalna energetska agencija Gorenjske, Local Energy Agency of Gorenjska, Kranj
LEASP - Lokalna energetska agentura Spodnje Podravje, Local energy agency Spodnje
Podravje, Ptuj
RRA Mura - Regionalna razvojna agencija Mura, Regional Development Agency Mura,
Murska Sobota

Spain

7.
8.

Orkusetur - Energy Agency in Iceland, Akureyri

SIEA - Slovenská inovačná a energetická agentúra, Slovak Innovation and Energy
Agency, Bratislava
EAN - Energeticka agentura v Nitre, Energy Agency Nitra, Nitra
ECB - Energy Centre Bratislava, Bratislava
REA; Sala - Regionálna energetická agentúra; Šaľa, Regional energy agency; Sala, Šaľa

Slovenia

Ireland

1.

AREA Alto Minho - Agência Regional de Energia e Ambiente do Alto Minho, Alto Minho's
Regional Energy and Environment Agency, Ponte de Lima
AREAC - Agência Regional de Energia e Ambiente do Centro, Energy and Environment
Regional Agency of Centro, Miranda do Corvo
AREAL - Agência Regional de Energia e Ambiente do Algarve, Villamoura, Quarteira
AREAM - Agência Regional da Energia e Ambiente da Região Autónoma da Madeira,
Regional Agency for Energy and Environement of Autonomous Region of Madeira,
Funchal, Madeira
AREANA Tejo - Agência Regional de Energia e Ambiente do Norte Alentejano e Tejo,
Portalegre
Cascais Próxima, Municipal Company Cascais Próxima, Alcabideche
CIMDOURO – Agência de Energia, Vila Real
ENA - Agência de Energia e Ambiente da Arrábida, Energy and Environment Agency of
Arrábida, Pinhal Novo
ENERAREA - Agência Regional de Energia e Ambiente do Interior, Regional Agency for
Energy and Environment of Interior, Covilhã
ENERDURA - Agência Regional de Energia da Alta Estremadura, Regional Energy
Agency of Alta Estremadura, Leiria
ENERGAIA - Agência de Energia do Sul da Área Metropolitana do Porto, Energy
Agency for the South of the Oporto Metropolitan Area, Vila Nova de Gaia
Lisboa E-Nova - Agência Municipal de Energia e Ambiente, Lisbon's Municipal Energy
and Environment Agency, Lisboa
MédioTejo21 - Agência Regional de Energia e Ambiente do Médio Tejo e Pinhal Interior
Sul, Abrantes
OEINERGE - Agência Municipal de Energia e Ambiente de Oeiras, Energy and
Environment Agency of Oeiras, Oeiras
OesteSustentável - Agência Regional de Energia e Ambiente do Oeste, West Portugal
Energy and Environmental Reg. Agency, Caldas da Rainha
RNAE - Associação das Agências de Energia e Ambiente - Rede Nacional, National
Energy and Environment Agencies Association, Sao Félix da Marinha
S.energia - Agência Regional de Energia para os concelhos do Barreiro; Moita; Montijo
e Alcochete, Regional Energy Agency for Barreiro; Moita; Montijo and Alcochete,
Barreiro

Romania

Iceland

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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NKEK - National Environmental Protection and Energy Center, Budapest
ENEREA - Észak-Alföldi Regionális Energia Ügynökség, Észak-alföldi Regional Energy Agency,
Nyíregyháza

Portugal

LIBNAN

Beyrouth

ΚΑΠΕ / CRES - Κέντρο Ανανεώσιμων Πηγών και Εξοικονόμησης Ενέργειας, Centre for
Renewable Energy Sources and Saving, Pikermi Attiki
ANATOLIKI S.A-REACM - Περιφερειακό Ενεργειακό Κέντρο Κεντρικής Μακεδονίας, Regional
Energy Agency of Central Macedonia, Thermi, Thessaloniki
Ενεργειακό Κέντρο Κυκλάδων, Regional Energy Agency of the Cyclades Islands Prefecture, Syros
Ios - Ενεργειακό Γραφείο Ίου-Αιγαίου, Aegean Energy Agency, Cyclades
REAC - Περιφέρεια Κρήτης - Ενεργειακό Κέντρο, Region of Crete - Regional Energy Agency of
Crete, Heraklion, Crete
RECT - Περιφερειακό Ενεργειακό Κέντρο Θεσσαλίας, Regional Energy Centre of Thessaly, Volos

Hungary

14.
LEBANON

Energieagentur des Neckar-Odenwald-Kreises, Buchen
Energieagentur Hohenlohekreis, Hohenlohe Energy Agency, Öhringen
Energieagentur Kreis Boeblingen, Böblingen
Energieagentur Kreis Konstanz, Energy Agency Constance District, Radolfzell
Energieagentur Landkreis Esslingen, Nürtingen
Energieagentur Landkreis Göppingen, Göppingen
Energieagentur Landkreis Rottweil – Niederlassung der EA Tuttlingen, Rottweil
Energieagentur Landkreis Schwäbisch Hall, Energieagentur Landkreis Schwabisch Hall im
energieZENTRUM Wolpertshausen, Wolpertshausen
Energieagentur Landkreis Tuttlingen,Tuttlingen
Energieagentur Lörrach, Lörrach
Energieagentur Main-Tauber-Kreis, Lauda-Königshofen
Energieagentur Nordbayern, Geschäftsstelle Kulmbach, Kulmbach
Energieagentur Nordbayern, Geschäftsstelle Nürnberg, Nürnberg
Energieagentur Oberfranken, Energy Agency of Upper Franconia, Kulmbach
Energieagentur Ravensburg, Ravensburg
Energieagentur Regio Freiburg, Solar Info Center, Freiburg
Energieagentur Region Göttingen, Göttingen
Energieagentur Rems-Murr, Waiblingen
Energieagentur Schwarzwald-Baar-Kreis – Niederlassung der EA Tuttlingen, Donaueschingen
Energieagentur Schwarzwald-Hochrhein, Waldshut
Energieagentur Sigmaringen – Niederlassung der EA Ravensburg, Sigmaringen
Energieagentur Unterfranken, Energy Agency Unterfranken, Würzburg
Energieagentur Zollernalb, Albstadt
EnergieAgentur.NRW, EnergieAgentur Nordrhine-Westphalia, Wuppertal
Energieeffizienzagentur Landkreis Emsland, Meppen
Energiereferat Stadt Frankfurt am Main, Frankfurt Municipal Energy Agency, Frankfurt am Main
ESA - Energieagentur Sachsen-Anhalt, Merseburg
eza! - Energie- & Umweltzentrum Allgäu, Kempten (Allgäu)
Forseo, Freiburg im Breisgau
Gemeinschaft der Energieberater im Landkreis Calw, Association of Energy Advisors in the
District of Calw, Calw
Goslar mit Energie, Goslar
hessenENERGIE - Gesellschaft für rationelle Energienutzung, Wiesbaden
IZES - Insitut für ZukunftsEnergieSysteme, Saarbrücken
KEA - Klimaschutz- und Energieagentur Baden-Württemberg, Climate protection and energy
agency Baden-Württemberg, Karlsruhe
KEAN - Klimaschutz- und Energieagentur Niedersachsen, Hannover
KEK - Karlsruher Energie- und Klimaschutzagentur, Energy and Climate Agency Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe
Klimaschutz- und Energie-Beratungsagentur Heidelberg-Nachbargemeinden, Heidelberg
KlimaschutzAgentur Landkreis Reutlingen, Reutlingen
Klimaschutzagentur Mannheim, Mannheim
Klimaschutzagentur Region Hannover, Hannover
Klimaschutzagentur Weserbergland, Hameln
KLIMAWERK Energieagentur, Lüneburg
Kompetenzzentrum Erneuerbare Energien Rheingau-Taunus, Competence Center Renewable
Energies Rheingau-Taunus, Rüdesheim am Rhein
KSA - Klimaschutzagentur Wiesbaden, Climate Protection Agency Wiesbaden, Wiesbaden
Landesenergieagentur Rheinland-Pfalz, Kaiserslautern
LEA - Ludwigsburger Energieagentur, Energieagentur im Landkreis Ludwigsburg, Ludwigsburg
LENA - Landesenergieagentur Sachsen-Anhalt, Magdeburg
Niedersächsische Energieagentur, Hannover
Ortenauer Energieagentur, Offenburg
REAR - Energieagentur Regensburg, Regional Energy Agency Regensburg, Regensburg
Regionale Energieagentur Ulm, Ulm
RLP - Energieagentur Rheinland-Pfalz, Energy Agency of Rhineland-Palatinate, Kaiserslautern
RLP - Energieagentur Rheinland-Pfalz: Regionalbüro Eifel-Ahr, Bad Neuenahr-Ahrweiler
RLP - Energieagentur Rheinland-Pfalz: Regionalbüro Mittelhaardt & Südpfalz, Landau
RLP - Energieagentur Rheinland-Pfalz: Regionalbüro Mittelrhein, Simmern
RLP - Energieagentur Rheinland-Pfalz: Regionalbüro Rhein-Mosel-Eifel, Koblenz
RLP - Energieagentur Rheinland-Pfalz: Regionalbüro Rheinhessen-Nahe, Mainz
RLP - Energieagentur Rheinland-Pfalz: Regionalbüro Trier, Trier
RLP - Energieagentur Rheinland-Pfalz: Regionalbüro Vorderpfalz, Ludwigshafen am Rhein
RLP - Energieagentur Rheinland-Pfalz: Regionalbüro Westerwald, Altenkirchen
RLP - Energieagentur Rheinland-Pfalz: Regionalbüro Westpfalz, Kaiserslautern
SAENA - Sächsische Energieagentur, Dresden
Stadtwerke Leipzig, Leipzig Energy Agency, Leipzig
SWG - Stastwerke Greifswald, Greifswald
ThEGA - Thüringer Energie- und GreenTech-Agentur, Erfurt
ThEnA - Thüringer EnergieAgentur, Weimar
TSB - Transferstelle für Rationelle und Regenerative Energienutzung Bingen, Bingen am Rhein
WAB - Windenergie-Agentur Bremerhaven/Bremen, Bremerhaven
ZAB - ZukunftsAgentur Brandenburg, Brandenburg Economic Development Board Team Energy, Potsdam
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EnerAgen - Asociación de Agencias Españolas de Gestión de la Energía, Association of
Spanish Energy Management Agencies, Madrid
IDAE - Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía, Spanish Institute for
Energy Diversification and Saving, Madrid
AAE - Agencia Andaluza de la Energía, Andalusian Energy Agency, Sevilla
ACE - Agència Comarcal de l'Energia del Maresme, Regional Energy Agency of
Maresme, Mataró
AEB - Agència d'Energia de Barcelona, Barcelona Energy Agency, Barcelona
AEG - Agencia Provincial de la Energía de Granada, Granada Managing Energy
Agency, Granada
AEL - Agencia de l'Energia de Lleida, Lleida Energy Agency, Lleida
AEMPA - Agencia Energética Municipal de Pamplona, Energy Agency of Pamplona,
Pamplona (Navarra)
AEMVA - Agencia Energética Municipal de Valladolid, Valladolid Municipal Energy
Agency, Valladolid
AER - Agència Energètica de la Ribera, Energy Agency of la Ribera, Algemesí (València)
Agència d'Energia de Tarragona, Tarragona
Agència d'Energia de Terres de l'Ebre, Amposta (Tarragona)
Agència de l'Energia del Pla de l'Estany, Banyoles
Agència Local de l'Energia de Figueres, Figueres
Agència Local de l'Energia de Vilanova i la Geltrú, Vilanova i la Geltrú
Agencia Provincial de la Energía de Córdoba, Provincial Energy Agency Cordoba,
Córdoba
AGEMA - Agencia Municipal de la Energía de Málaga, Energy Management Agency of
Malaga, Málaga
AGENBUR - Agencia Provincial de la Energía de Burgos, Burgos Provincial Energy
Agency, Burgos
AGENEX - Agencia Extremeña de la Energía Badajoz, Energy Agency of Extremadura, Badajoz
AGENEX - Agencia Extremeña de la Energía Cáceres, Cáceres
AIET - Agencia Insular de Energía de Tenerife, Tenerife Energy Agency, Granadilla, Tenerife
ALEM - Agencia Local de la Energía y Cambio Climático de Murcia, Local Energy
Agency of Murcia, Murcia
ALEO - Agencia Local de l'Energia d'Osona - Consell Comarcal d'Osona, Vic (Barcelona)
ALER - Agencia Local de l’Energia de Reus, Local Energy Agency of Reus, Reus
ALGE-LPGC - Agencia Local Gestora de la Energía de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Las
Palmas de Gran Canaria Local Energy Management Agency, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria
APEA - Agencia Provincial de la Energía de Ávila, Energy Agency of the Province of Ávila, Ávila
APEC - Agencia Provincial de la Energía de Cádiz, Energy Management Agency
Province of Cadiz, Cádiz
APEH - Agencia Provincial de la Energía de Huelva, Huelva
AVEN - IVACE - Agencia Valenciana de la Energía - Valencian Institute of Business
Competitiveness, Regional Energy Agency of Valencia, Valencia
Axencia provincial da enerxía de lugo, Lugo
CDEA-ASET - Agència Local d'Energia i Canvi Climàtic, Terrassa (Barcelona)
Centre de Recursos per a la Protecció de la Salut i el Medi de Reus, Reus
Consorci de Serveis Agroambientals de les comarques del Baix Ebre i Montsià, Amposta
(Tarragona)
ENERINTUR - Agencia Provincial de la Energía Alicante, Alicante
Enernalón - Fundación Agencia Local de la Energía del Nalón, Local Energy Agency for
the Nalon Region, Ciaño-Langreo (Asturias)
EREN - Ente Regional de la Energía de Castilla y León, Regional Energy Agency of
Castilla y León, León
EVE - Ente Vasco de la Energía, Bilbao (Bizkaia)
FAEN - Fundación Asturiana de la Energía, Mieres (Asturias)
FAEPAC - Fundación Axencia Enerxética Provincial da Coruña, Energy Agency of the
Province of A Coruña, As Pontes de García Rodríguez
FAIMEVI - Fundación Axencia Intermunicipal da Enerxía de Vigo, Vigo (Pontevedra)
Fundación de la Energía de la Comunidad de Madrid, Regional Energy Agency of
Madrid, Madrid
ICAEN - Institut Català d'Energia, Catalan Institute of Energy, Barcelona
INEGA - Instituto Enerxético de Galicia, Santiago de Compostela (A Coruña)
Oficina Municipal de l'Energia de Sabadell, Sabadell
Punt Infoenergia del Ripollès, Ripoll

Sweden
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Energikontoren Sverige, Energy Agencies Sweden, Växjö
Energimyndigheten, Swedish Energy Agency, Eskilstuna
Energikontor Sydost - Regional Office; Kalmar, Energy Agency for Southeast Sweden,
Kalmar
Energikontor Sydost - Regional Office; Oskarshamn, Energy Agency for Southeast
Sweden, Oskarshamn
Energikontor Västernorrland, Association of Local Authorities Västernorrland County –
Regional Energy Agency, Sollefteå
Energikontoret i Mälardalen, Malardalen Energy Agency, Eskilstuna
Energikontoret Östra Götaland, East Sweden Energy Agency, Linköping
Energikontoret Regionförbundet Örebrolän, Örebro
ESS - Energikontor Sydost - Head Office; Växjö, Energy Agency for Southeast Sweden, Växjö
ESS - Energikontor Sydost - Regional Office; Karlskrona, Energy Agency for Southeast
Sweden, Karlskrona
GDE - Gävle Dala Energikontor, Gävle Dala Energy Agency, Gävle
Gotland, Gotland Energy Agency, Visby
HUV - Hållbar utveckling Väst, Energy Agency of West Sweden, Göteborg
Jämtlands Läns Energikontor, Jamtland County Energy Agency, Östersund
NENET - Norrbottens Energikontor, Norrbotten Energy Agency, Luleå
Region Värmland; Energikontoret, Regional Energy Agency of Varmland, Karlstad
SEA - Energikontoret Skåne, Skåne Energy Agency, Malmö

Switzerland
1.
2.
3.

A EE - A EE SUISSE Dachorganisation der Wirtschaft für erneuerbare Energien und
Energieeffizienz, A EE SUISSE Organisation faîtière de l’économie des énergies
renouvelables et de l’efficacité énergétique, Bern
EnAW / AEnEC - Energie-Agentur der Wirtschaft, Agence de l'Energie pour l'Economie, Zürich
S.A.F.E. - Schweizerische Agentur für Energieeffizienz, Zürich

United Kingdom
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

EST - Energy Saving Trust, London
NEF - National Energy Foundation, Milton Keynes
Yorkshire Energy Services CIC, Huddersfield
ALIenergy - Argyll, Lomond and the Islands Energy Agency, Argyll
Bryson Energy, Belfast
Carbon Descent, London
Community Energy Plus, Camborne, Cornwall
ECSC - Thameswey Sustainable Communities, Woking
Energy Solutions, London
IET - Islay Energy Trust, Isle of Islay
LEA - Leicester Energy Agency, Leicester
MEA - Marches Energy Agency, Shropshire
Regen SW - Sustainable Energy Agency for South West of England, Exeter, Devon
South East Wales Energy Agency - Energy Advice Centre, Newport, South Wales
South West Scotland Energy Agency, Auchincruive, Ayr
SWEA - Asiantaeth Ynni Hafren Gwy, Severn Wye Energy Agency, Gloucester
SWEA - Asiantaeth Ynni Severn Wye Energy Agency, Wales Office/Swyddfa Cymru,
Builth Wells
18. TEAS - The Energy Advisory Service for the Western Isles, Stornoway, Isle of Lewis

